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P R E FACE.

THE knowledge of futurity has evermore been

confidered as an object of peculiar advantage. We

find kings and ſtates, as well as individuals, aim

ing at this knowledge, and paying liberally for

the anſwers they received : the ſamecurioſity is yet

alive, and deſerves attention now as much as at

anyformer period, and, our æra has this fingu

tar precedence over all thoſe that went before, that

the prognoſties now given , are not attended with

that duplicity, which characteriſed the ancient

reſponſes : they are ptain, clear, and full; we

can with truth aver, that , in the courſe of a prac

tice of forty years, we have never known them ta

fail.

The method to be obſerved is this ; If you are

conſulted on the Fate of another perſon, Firſ , en

quire the month he was born in ; then turn over,

the followingſheels, and look for the entrance of
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the ſun into the hgn that governs that month ;---

treaſure up what you find there in your memory,

and then place your client fully before you unco

vered, that from the lineaments of his counte

nance you may gather what they announce ; com

parethis with the former , and combine the whole

together according to your judgment; -then ex

amine the palm of the right hand firſt, carrying

its most ſtriking features with you , and after an

examination of the left, add the reſult to the con

clufion you had already drawn ;-you will next

examine, into. Moles the perſon may bear on his

or her body, and examine the chapter on moles,

you will join what it reports to whatyou have al

ready done. You will now inquire into the

Dreams the perſon may have lately had ; know

as nearly as poſſible at what period of the night

the dream was had,and whether it was repeated ;

with ſuch variations as mighthdve accurred, and

conneet the explanation with yourformer prog

noftics ; there now remains to diſcover what the

Cards
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Cards will fay, concerning the point in queſtion ;

which may be done either with a whole pack , or

with the piquet cards only : In the former caſe

you muſt Shuffle your cards well, and let the

Conſulter cut them three times, ſhowing the bota

tom card - which will help your information ;

this muſt be repeated three times. Then ſhuffle

them anew, let them be cut once, and you begin

to diſplay them on a table, taking care to have

always an odd number in each row, and to place

your cards exactly under each other ; after this

conſult the book in thechapter of cards, and ha .

ving repeated your experiment three times, draw

yourgeneral concluſon , and all is ended .

In caſe of the piquet cards, ſhuffle and cut,

take three cards from the top ; if there are two

of a ſuit, take the higheſt in rank ; if three take

all; when you have gone through thepack,ſhuffle

and cut the remainder, and do as before, and a

third time do the ſame; then take a general view

a 2 of
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of all the cards drawn , and next couple them , a

top and bottom card ; then Shuffle and cut them

into three heaps, laying one a part in the firft

round to form a fourth heap;. the firſt heap at

the left hand relates to yourſelf entirely ; the next

to your family; the third is the confermation of

the former two, you proceed aſecond and a third

time ; adding a card to the fingle one at each

time, and that laſt heap of thoſe ſingle cards

gives the final connection ofthe operation .

A looking glaſs will ſupply your own occahons,

ifyou conſultfor yourſelf.

Any further directions that may be neceſſary,

will be found in the courſe ofthe WORK.

EVERY
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VER ſince the world began , a laudable curi

ofity has excited all ranks of people in all
countries, to know the events, viciſſitudes, the

turns of good or bad fortune, which were to hap

pen to themſelves aswellas to their acquaintances ;

the moſt eminent philoſophers, the keeneſt wits;

and moft penetrating politicians, nay, kings them

felves have made different branches of this ſcience

their peculiar ftudy. Some of them have gene
rouſly given the fruits of their labours and ſearches

to the Public , but in a ſtile ſo embarraſſed with

fcientific words, that the greater part of readers

cannot rightly underſtand them ; and thus the ob .

jeet they propoſed to themſelves is in a great mea .

fure loft; - an experience of upwards of forty years

a 3
has
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has enabled us to penetrate into the deepeſt ſecrets:

of an art , which, however deſpiſed and depreciated

by fome, we have found tobe of the utmoſt utility

to our neighbours , and indeed, to all thoſe who

have conſulted us. We muſt, before we proceed

farther, allure our Readers, and they will find it an

inconteſtable truth in the perufal of the following

Sheets, that there is neither witchcraft nor any

other diabolical , or wicked communication necel

ſary in the conduct of this buſineſs ;-it depending

entirely upon a cloſe and judicious obſervation and

combination of circumſtances, ſigns , marks, lines,

poſitions, and oppoſitions, that naturally concur to

point out the event that is to happen , and which

muſt unavoidably ſtrike themoſt moderate capaci

ty, by the aſſiſtance only of a tolerable memory ;

this is neceſſary to combine the ſeveral prognoſtics;

and this, with the help of a little attention, will

evidently prove, that altrology, or the influence of

the ſtars , phyſiognomy, or the outlines of the ,

countenance, palmiſtry, or the figures on the hands,

keliology, or moles, card tolling and dreams, will

verify each other ; and thus the perſon who be

comes an adept in the ſeveral branches of this moſt

excellent ſcience, will be able to prepare himſelf

for whatever may happen, and by a prudent uſe

of his own powers, and intervening incidents, give

more poignancy to the fortunate event he has to

hope for, and blunt the edge, if not totally turn

aſide any unfortunate reverſe he may be threaten
ed with

To facilitate the acquiſition of fo noble and uſe

ful a knowledge, we will divide this book into

chapters, that our Readers may, without delay or

difficulty,find the object he isimmediately in ſearch
of. 2 .

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER. I.

ASTRONOMY.

Ofthetwelvehgns of the Zodiać, the ſeven planets

and their " Jeveral influences over thefuture

Events of a perfon's life, and manners .

T

It a
of Aſtrology, our only purpoſe beingto point

out the natureand effeét which the courſe ofeach

planet in its paſſagethrough the twelve ſigns of the

Zodiac has upon the temper ofeachperſon, and
to prove, that from a judícious obſervation of the,

ſituation of each planet at the hour of birth , you

may eaſily foreſee what kind of life that child will

lead , and what the bent of his inclinations will be ;

and from this foreknowledge, you will eaſily

comprehend the kind of education you are to give
him .

The revolutions of the ſun, being the beſt

known, and his power being greateſt over the fe

veral parts of this fublunary creation, we ſhall be

moſt particular in our obſervations upon him , and

tell the reſult of our many experiments upon him.

About the twentieth of March, which ancients

conſidered as the beginning of the year, the ſun en-.

ters the firſt of the twelve ſigns, whoſe name is

Aries, or the Ram ; -a man born at or little after

this period, will be of a meek diſpofition, mode,

rately amorous, rather baſhful, a little inclined to

wavering in his reſolutions, unwilling to quarrel,

but if compelled to it will conduct himſelf with

propriety, not over fanguine in his purſuits, and

on the whole, will be tolerably happy in life. In

the

1
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the ſun's progreſs through the fign, he will pro .

'feſs thoſe qualities in a higher degree.

A woman born at theſame period, will be ſweet

tempered, modeſt, chaſte, and decently fond of
thoſe, ſhe is bound to love ; ſhe will not be over

anxious about the affairs of this world, but will en

deavour, without aſſiduity, to gain an honeſt live

lihood, and will be ready to relieve the diſtreſſes
of a fellow creature.

About the twentieth of April the ſun enters the

fecond fign, called Taurus, or the Bull, -- a man

who comes into the world at this time, will be of a

ſtrong conſtitution , amorous diſpoſition, ardent in

his purſuits, tenacious of his opinions, prone to

anger, but feldom to exceſs; liable to infidelities

to his wife, a little tinctured with fufpicion, and

deſirous of rifing in the world ; on the whole, his

life will be rather agreeable than otherwiſe, but

hé muſt expect croſſes and diſappointments.

A woman born at the ſame time, will be reſo

lute in her words and actions, not eaſily ſubjected

to controul. attached to pleaſures that are conſif

tent with virtue, deſirous of praiſe, and not eaſily

intimidated; ſhe will enjoy a good deal of fatis

faction.

About the twentieth ofMay, the fun enters the

third ſign, called Gemini, or the Twins;-a man

born at thistime, will place his chief happineſs in

the arms of the fair fex; he will be nice in his

opinion of the beauty of women, inclined to ram .

bling into foreign countries, ambitious of ſhining

in fome excellent qualities, ſuch aslearning, me

chanics, & c. - his underſtanding will be folid, his

imagination lively , his memory uncertain , his

courage undaunited, his temper uncommonly fweet,

unleſshighly provoked ; then firm in his reſenta

ment,
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ment, until he obtains full ſatisfa &tion ; he will

meet with many croſſes, but will bear them all with

manly fortitude.

A woman born at the ſame period , will be cre.

dulous in love affairs, and maybe eaſily impoſed up

on ; ſhe will be jealous , watchful, and fretful, rather

to an extreme, not eaſily detached from the firft

objeet of her affection, of an affable diſpoſition,

and kind to thoſe who may depend on her; ſhe

will be vindi&tive but eaſily appeaſed, and muſt meet

with diſagreeable interruptions to her peace of

mind.

About the twentieth of June, the fun enters the

fourth fign , called Cancer, or the Crab ;-a man

who receives his exiſtence at this period, will be

of a ſober ſedate diſpoſition of mind, not eaſily

excited to mirth , ſerious and perſevering in his

reſolves, rather diffident of his own talents, and des

pend too much upon the opinion of others ; he

will be of a tender nature, faithful in his attacha

ments, and not inclined to infidelity in love ; he
will be induſtrious and provident.

A woman born at the ſame time, will be fond of

mirth and good cheer, of a temper rather captious,

inclined to the pleaſures of love in a lawful man

ner, but will not neglect the duties of her ſtation ;

ſhe will not eaſily give upher own opinion , but

yet will not maintain it with provoking obſtinacy ;

upon the whole ſhe will enjoy a reaſonable ſhare
of quiet.

About the twentieth of July , the ſun enters the

fifth ſign , called Leo, or the Lion ;-a man uſh

ered into the world at this ſeaſon , will be of a tur

bulent and rapacious diſpoſition ; he will delight
in law -ſuits, quarrels and broils, and although he

will not ſhun the pleaſures of love, yet they will
be
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be but ſecondary in his thoughts; he will be for

ever laying ſchemes to gain his ends, and will be

troubleſome to his neighbours, and unhappy in

himſelf.

A woman born at the ſame time, will be of a

languid, indolent diſpoſition, not much addicted to

the pleaſures of love ; her tongue will be flippant,

if not loud and abuſive, and her indiſcretion will

bring her into many ſcrapes.

About the twentieth of Auguſt, the fun enters

the ſixth fign , called Virgo , or the Virgin ; -a

man born under this influence will , though Itrong

ly inclined to lawleſs love , be reſtrained in ſome

meaſure by a natural modefty, which will frequent

ly ſave him from bitter remorſe, diſeaſe, and diſ

treſs ; he will be cautious in his undertakings,

ſprightly, though reſerved in converſation, and,

though not fond of danger, will not fly from it

when occaſion requires.

Ą woman born at the ſame time, will entertain

an utter abhorrence to any corpora! uncleanneſs ;

her deſires, though warm, will be under the govern

ment ofreaſon, her language uatinctured with im.

modeſty, and her diſposition honeft, upright, and

Sincere,

About the twentieth of September, the fun en

ters the ſeventh fign , called Libra, or the Balance ;

-aman who comes into the world at this period,

will be highly reſpected by his neighbours and ac
quaintances, however poor and low in circum

Itances; he will be a lover of truth, and a peace

maker ; he will be contented in his ſituation what.

ever it may be, and if honours and dignities are

thrown upon him, as generally is the cale, he will

bear them with equananimity , that is to ſay, he will
not

1
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lawful way .
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not grow proud, nor fcorn his old friends, but will

protect them ; he will be no enemy to love in a

A woman born at the ſame time, will look up

on the bufinefs of love as her duty only in obedi

ence to thoſe who have a command over her ; her

demeanor will be dignified , modeft and ſubmiſſive ;

her paſſions eaſily governable , and her whole de

portment ſuch as becomes a prudent and virtuous
matron .

About the twentieth of O & tober, the ſun enters

the eighth fign , called Scorpio or the Dragon ;

man who is forced into light' at this critical

ſeafon ,; muſt be confidered as one who is to en

counter great hardſhips; the cares and anxieties of

love muft yield to others ofmore confiderable mo

ment to his well being ; however innocenthe may

be, he muſt expect enemies; he will be ſuſpected

of plots againſt the public, or of bad deſigns.a.

gainft private perſons, and violent perfecutions will

be the unavoidable conſequence; he will, however,

though not of a bright, or lively imagination, gain

himſelf many powerful friends, who will in the

end extricate him from all difficulties.

A woman born at the ſame period , will be

haughty, deſigning, inconſiderate and inconfiftent;

ſhe will yieldto love only, as it may be ſubfervi.

entto her.other purpoſes, and will'bring upon her

ſelfthe ill- will of many about her; yet, will many

of herſchemes prove abortive from her own mil.

managemerit and folly.

About the twentieth of November, the fun en .

ters the ninth fign, called Sagittarius, or the Arrow

bearer'; - a man born at this time, will be of a cold

phlegmatic difpofition ; not eaſily rouſed to ſenfi

bility, but when excited, furious for a ſhort ſpace;
bre
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he will careſs his wife merely for the ſake ofget

ting children , not from any feeling of paſſion ; he

will be eaſily led by others , but if he finds they

deceive him , he will be implacable in his refent

ment; yet, he will not ſtrive to hurt thein, unleſs

an evident opportunity offers ,

A woman born at the ſame time, will be of a

rough diſpoſition, a great ſcold , little ſolicitous

about the conſequences that may reſult from what

ſhe ſay and does ; ſhe will be addicted to ſlander

and whiſpering reports of thoſe ſhe does not like,

whether true or falſe; ſhe will expect to rule her

huſband, but if he ſhould be of a paſſive temper,

ſhe will condeſcend to wheedle him ; ſhe will ex

pect him to do ſtriet juſtice to the marriage bed.
About the twentieth of December, the fun en

ters the tenth ſign, called Capricorniu, or the

Goat's -horn ; -- a man who comes into the world

at this period, will be exceedingly amorous, am .

bitious, reflefs, and troubleſome to himſelf and

others, not from any deſign of giving uneafineſs,

but merely from want of reflection , he will eaſily

yield to the firſt impreſſion, and will be rather too
dull and lazy to conſider the conſequences that

may reſult from what he ſaysor does .

Á woman born at the ſame time, will caſily yield

to the ſolicitations of her lovers, more from want

of thought than from conſtitution ; ſhe will be of a

timorous diſpoſition, anä сafily reſtrained from

faults by timely reprimand, ſhe will be a good
neighbour, a warm friend , and a tender inother,

but ratherſilly, and apt to believe the leaſt tale ibat
is told her.

About the twentieth of January, the fun enters

the eleventh fign, called Aquarius, or the Wa.

ter-bearer :-_ a man born at this time, will be of

1

a violent

I
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a violent, unſteady, and boiſterous diſpoſition ;

full of itrange fancies and vagaries, but never of

the ſame mind ; but whilft he has an object in

view , will undertake any thing to compaſs it ; if
he meets with any obſtacle whilſt the fit is hot, he

will immediately forſake it ; ſuch a man cannot

reſt if he has not a miſtreſs, whom he will love

paſſionately for a while ; but if ſhe yields to his

paſſion, ormarrieshim , he will ſoon grow cool , and

fix his affections on another.

A woman born at the ſame time, will be of a

ſedentary, ſtudious diſpoſition, attached to what

ever employment ſhe is brought up to ; provided

it require no great action or movement ; in love ſhe

will be kind , tender, conſtant and moderate.

About the twentieth of February, the fun enters

the twelfth and laſt ſign, called Piſces, or the

Fiſhes ; -- a man born at this period will be ſelfiſh ,

deſigning, and not to be depended on ; he will be
rampant to his fuperiors, whilft he thinks he can

make them ſubſervient to his purpoſes ; but his ends

once gained , he will betray them if he has it in his

power; he will be haughty and imperious to his

equals and inferiors, unleſshe finds they can be

uſeful to him, but his careſſes will be only during

that time ; in love he will be careleſs, if not in.

different, and uſe his wife and family with unrea
fonable ſeverity .

A woman born at the ſame period , will be ofa

delicate mind, foft in her manners, kind in her ex

preſlions, ſcorning duplicity , affe&tionate to her

family,andſubject to no violent paſſions, though

not quite from any ; but love will be the ſtrongeſt

of all, to which , however, ſhe will yield with ino
deration .

The Reader will pleaſe to obſerve, that, there

are certain circumftances which muſt neceſſarily

B quality,

i
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qualify, that is to ſay, increaſe or leſſen theſe in .

fluences ; one of the moſt eſſential of which , is an

early attention to the education of the child, with

proper pains to correct by prudent leffons ofmora

lity and religion, the diſpoſitions here foretold ;

beſides which , there are the ſeveral effects, which

the five other Planets have upon the minds, and

bodies of all creatures upon this earth ; of theſe

influences or effects, we will now endeavour to

give the cleareſt and beſt explanation ; that the

inequality of their movements will adtnit of, but

muſt leave a good deal to your own judgment and

induſtry

The firſt and moſt malignant of thoſe is Saturn ,

who employs thirty years , in perforining his revo

lution through the twelve figns; fortunate diſpo

fition of Providence, for were he to return oftener ,

the perſons boşn under his influence; would prove

four, moroſe, tyrannical and bloodly ; in ſhort, they

would be worle than the moit barbaroas ſavages ;

but as his entrance into tlie fign , along with the

fun is neceſſary to give him a predominance over

that genial planet, there are but few that are fub

jected to him .-- Thus it is , that though fometimes

blood is wantonly ſhed , it ſeldom happens that

the criine is attended with thoſe circumſtances of

barharity , that form the character of this planet ;

the ſame may be ſaid of other ſhocking inſtances

of cruelty, but where ſuch things come to paſs,

you may be well affwed that Saturn , prefided at

the birth of the perſons chiefly concerned in them ;

for too frequently perſons are made inſtruments

in thoſe unuatural facrifices, who abhor the very

thoughts of them ... !

Jupiter, who is a proud overbearing planet,

takes twenty -three months, in going through the
twelve

1

32
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twelve ſigns , by which his conjunction with the

fun happens but ſeldom ; hence we have fo few

inſtances of that ungovernable ambition, which

would climb over the lives and fortunes of the

deareſt ties which nature and ſociety have given

to man, to attain to ſupreme power and uncon

troulable dominion.

The third planet is Mars, who takes the ſame

time as Jupiter, in his journey through the twelve

figns. - We must not attribute to his empire the

ſeveral wars that have occaſionally happened, nor

the diſpoſitions which lead many to embrace a

military life ; they more frequently ariſe from

other concurrent and ſecondary occaſions, which

it would be impoſſible ſeverally to enumerate; for

certain it is, that many thouſands of thoſe who

fight- the battles ofothers, are not impelled to it by

that defire of glory, which is the neceſſary confe

quence of the ſuperiority of this planet; as very

few are actuated by that principle, and ſeek for

any other advantage than idleneſs, plunder , or an

exemption from ſome leſs agreeable occupation.

Venus is the fourth Planet, the moſt benignant

of the whole number ; ſhe preſides over, and natu

rally inſpires all creatures with that ſecret deſire, that

natural impulſe to the propagation of the ſpecies,

than which nothing can give fo pure , fo laſting and

ſo frequent a delight to the thinking foul ; on her

conſtant attendance on the ſun, depends entirely

that inſpiration to love which is found in the fexes

to each other.-Without her, a tireſome inſuffera

ble apathy, would pervade the whole creation ; her

benign and maternal influence keeps alive in the

breat that vivifying fpark, that urges us conftantly

to ſeek in each other, thoſe comforts which no in.

dividual can poſſibly find within himſelf; the checks,

B 2 reſtrains
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-reſtrains, and qualifies the ſuggeftionsof the other

planets, andhence we frequently find the ambitious

man, forgetful of his aims, retire to enjoy the ex

quiſite bliſs which a judiciouſly ſelected perſon of

the oppoſite ſex can alone beſtow ; hence we fee

the ſoldier, after the fatigues of battles, marches,

and dangers, ſolace himſelf with a choſen compa

nion of the other fex ; hence we perceive the

miſer, whoſe foul is abforbed by his treaſures,

who deprives himſelf of the very neceſſaries of

life, at the miraculous inſpiration ofthis charming

planet, open his iron cheſts, and unfeeling boſom,,

to laviſh on a beloved object thoſe füms which

no other inducement whatſoever could extort from

him, in ſhort, to this planet we owe the principal

bliſs weare capable of partaking of in this world ;

happy that its preſence is ſo conftant, and its in
fuence fo univerſal.

Mercury, equally benignant with Venus, is

the fifth Planet, but his influence is of a different

nature : he performs his journey with the fun , and

never ſeparates himſelf from him ; from him we

receive wit, underſtanding, memory, vivacity,

and wealth , for he preſides over all thoſe. Were

it not for the predominance of ſome other planet
at the time, all thoſe who are born under this be

neficent ſtar, would enjoy equal privileges, and

uninterrupted happineſs would be the lot of the

major part of mankind.

The Moon, is the ſixth and laſt of thoſe Planets,

and goes through the twelve ſigns in about twen

ty -eight days; when ſhe has the ſuperiority at
the birth of a child , ſhe makes him dull , heavy,

inactive, and inſenſible to all that happens about

him ; nothing can enliven the blood, except the

irreſiſtible impulſe of Venus, which he obeys

a

a

more
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more like a bcaſt than otherwiſe; he is incapable

of a ſincere attachment, and may be conſidered as a

blank in the creation .

Thus have we conducted our readers through

this knotty part of our taſk , and ſhall conclude it

by a neceſſary obſervation. It is evident that the

generality of mankind do not pay fufficient at
tention to the ſituations of the planets, and hence

thouſands would be incapable of drawing advan

tage from our labours, did we not give them the

following directions...--- To know what planet
was moſtly in conjunction with the ſun , you muſt

be particularly well informed of the month in which

you were born ; if the time of the month, it will

be ſtill better , then examine your own diſpoſition,

but with impartiality, and be careful not to attribute

to yourſelf virtues, which you do not poſſeſs ; nor

fuppoſe yourſelf addicted to vices, which you oc.

caſionally give into ; ſeparate all your qualities in

your mind, and try which of them is ſtrongeſt, and

carries you away with the moft force ; by this

means you will eaſily diſcover what planet was pre

dominant at the time you came into the world .

>

im ..]

B 3 CHAPTER
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CHAPTER 11.

Than

Of PHYSIOGNOMY .

Of Prognoſtics to be drawn from the colour and

nature ofthehair of man and woman ; from the

forehead, eyebrows, eyes, noſe, mouth , chin , and

'whole aſſemblage of features.

THE man whoſe hair is very black and ſmooth ,

hanging far over his ſhoulders, and in large

quantity , is mild , but reſolute cool, until greatly

provoked ; not muchinclined to exceſs of any kind,
but may be perſuaded to it ; he is conſtant in his

attachments, faithful and affectionate to his fami

ly, and not addicted to lewdneſs, though ſenſible

of, and ſubmiſſive to the empire of love ; he will

be proſperous in his undertakings, and 'not liable to
many misfortunes.

A woman of the ſame kind of hair, is moderate

in her deſires of every kind, temperate in her diet,

addicted to reflection, ſteady in her reſolution, and

though not ſubject to violence in love, is ſteady

in her attachment, and no enemy to its pleaſures ;

of a conflitution , neither vigorous , nor yet feeble .
If the hair is very black , ſhort, and curling,

the man will be given to liquor, ſomewhat quar

relſome, of an unſettled temper, more amorous,

and leſs ſteady in his undertakings, but ardent at

the beginning of an enterprize ; he will be very

deſirous of richės , but in general miſs his aim , and

ſubjeét to much diſcontent.

The ſame
may

be ſaid of a woman.

A man with dark brown , long and ſmooth hair ,

is generally of a robuſt conftitution , obftinate in

temper, eager in his purſuits, a lover of other

ſex ,
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fex, fond of variety in his ordinary purſuits, es

ceedingly curious, and of a flexible diſpoſition ; , in

his amuſements fickle, and will not continue long

attached to the ſame woman , unleſs ſhe takes ex

traordinary pains to pleaſe him , he will live long,

unleſs guilty of early intemperance.

A woman of the ſame kind of hair, will be

nearly the ſame as the mani , but more ſteady in

her conduct and attachments, eſpecially in love ; ſhe

will be of a good conftitution, have many children,
be much reſpected, enjoy good health , and a rea
fonable ſhare of happineſs.

Ifthe hair is ſhort and buſhy, it will make very ,

little alteration in man or woman ; but that man

will be more forward to ſtrike when angered, and
the woman more of a ſcold .

A man with light brown long ſmooth hair, is of

a peacable, even , and rather generous temper ; will

prevent miſchief if in his power, but when very

much provoked will ftrike furiouſly, but is ſorry

for his paſſion , and ſoon appeaſed; ſtrongly attached

to women, and will protect them from any
inſult 3

moneyhewillbe deſirousof having, moreto dogood

with it, than for the ſake of hoarding it ; if he is

guilty of infidelity to his wife, it willbe very dif

creetly ; upon the whole , he isin generalan amiable

character , affable and kind.

A woman of the ſame kind of hair, is tender

hearted, buthaſty in her temper ; neither obftinate

nor haughty, herinclinations to love never unreaſona

able, her conftitution will be good ; but ſhe will be

feldom very fortunate."

If the hair is ſhort, buſhy, and apt to curl by na

ture, the man will be more induftrious, and the

woman more fedentary.

.

Aman
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аA man with fair hair will be of a weak conſti

tution, hismind much given to reflection , eſpeci.

ally on religious matters; he will be aſſiduous in

his occupation but not given to rambling ; very

moderate in his amorous wiſhes, and muſt take

great pains to live to a middling age.

A woman of this coloured hair is, on the con

trary , of a good conſtitution, never to be diverted

from her purpoſes, very paſſionate in love affairs ;

never eaſy unleſs when in company, and delights

in hearing herſelf praiſed, eſpecially for beauty ;

delights in dancing, romping, and violent exerciſes,

and commonly lives to a great age.

A man with long red hair, is cunning, artful;

and deceitful; he is very much addicted to traffic

of ſome kind, reſtleſs in his diſpoſition , conſtantly

roving, if he poſſibly can indulge himſelf in thede

fire ; oftener deſirous of the pleaſures of love, than

capable of indulging himſelf in them ; he is greedy

of getting money, though he will often ſpend it
fooliſhly ; in every thing he undertakes he is inde

fatigable, and no obftacle will induce him to for

fakehis enterprize until he has ſeen the iſſue of it ;

he is by nature rather inclined to timidity, and

dread ofpain, but by reflection may correct it , and

paſs for a man ofcourage.

A woman of the ſame kind of hair, is glib of
tongue, having words at will, talkative and vain ;

her temper is impatient and fiery, and will not ea

fily bear contradiction ; ſhe has a conſtant flow of

{pirits, and exceſſively given to the pleaſures of

love ; however delicate her perſon mayſeem , her

conſtituțion is generally vigorous, but ſhe ſeldom

Lives to ſee old age for a very obvious reaſon , her

promiſe is feldorn to be depended upon, becauſe

the next object that engroſſes her attention , makes
her
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her forgetful of every thing that prece :led it ; ſhe

will give nothing without a valuable confideration,

and will laſtingly refent any diſappointment The
may meet with .

We will now proceed to give ſome few initruc

tions concerning the hair in other particulars ; and

firſt, with reſpect to baldneſs.

If the hair falls off at the fore part of the head,

the perſon will be eaſily led , though otherwiſe rati

onal, and will often find himſelf duped when he

thinks he is acting right; he will likewiſe very
frequently meet with diſappointinents in money

matters, which will eithér hurt his credit , or force

him to Thorten his expertce.

If the hair falls off heliind, he will be obſtinate,

peeviſh , paſſionate, and fond of cominanding others,

though he has no right, and will grow angry if

his advice is not followed, however preposterous ;

he will be fond of hearing and telling old ſtories,

and tales of ghoſts, goblins, fairies, and other incre

dible inatters ; but will be a good domeitic man,

and provide for his family to the utmoſt of his

power.

If the hair forms an arch round the forehead ,

rrithout being much indented at the temples, both

man and woman will be innocent, credulous,

peaceable, fond of good eating but withoutexceſs ; ,

moderate in all their deſires, and though not ardent

in their puríuits, will ſtill be perfevering,they will

be mild, modeft, and good-natured, moderately

proſperous, but not very long lived .

It the hair is much indented at the temples, the

perſon will be affable, ſteady, good -natured, a great

breeder, prudent, and attentive to buſineſs, ofa

ſolid conftitution and likely to live long.

IF

2
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if the hair deſcends low upon the forehead, the

perſon will be ſelfiſh and deſigning, of a furly dif

poſition , unfociable, and given to drinking ; he

will be addi&ted to avarice, and will not ſpend un

leſs he expects to gain by it ; his mind will be al .

ways intent upon the means of carrying on his

ſchemes, and he will not live to be of a great

age.

Thus far we have given the fruits of our expe

rience concerning the hair ; we will now proceed
to the forehead , from which, as from an index, may

be collected the innermoſt movements of the foul';

and here, a judicious eye will readily gather the
opinion that is to be formed of thoſe we converſe

with , and the dangerous members of ſociety ex.

cluded, avoided or guarded againſt ; whereas by

want of a competent knowledge of this index,,

many unwary perſons are drawn into evil compa

ny, ſuſpicion, impriſonment, and frequently,

death .

The forehead that is large, round, and ſmooth ,

announces the man or woman, frank, open, gene.

rous, and free, good-humoured , good-natured , and

a fafe companion ; into his bofom you may pour

your ſecrets without diſtruſt ; he poſſeſſes a clear

underſtanding,and ſcorns to be guilty ofanymean

action ; he will be faithful to his promiſes , juſt in

his dealings, ſtedfaſt to his engagements, and fing

cere in his affections ; his love for the fair one

whom he ſelects, will be tender, manly, and

inviolable, providedher own miſconduct does not

in ſpite of his inclination, baniſh the mild inflų .

ence from his breaſt ; he will ſeek wealth, but his

purpoſe in the purſuit of it, will be to divide a rea .

Tonable ſhare of it among ſuch of his friends, Or

other worthy perſons, as may be found to deſerve

it :
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it ; his converſation will be lively, modeſt, and

pleaſing, he will be reſpected by moſt people who

know him ; but his candour and integrity will pro

cure him many enemies, among thoſe, who can

not bear to ſee any perſon poſſeſſed of better qua

lities than they themſelves will cultivate ; hence

he muſt expect perfecution , lawſuits, and flander ;

malicious people will endeavour to excite his wife

to jealouſy, his children to rebellion, his family to

reproach , and his neighbours to diſtruſt ; but his

noble nature, his upright conduct, and irreproach

able life, will, in the end, get the better of thoſe ef

forts, and hewill ſhine out in all the brilliancy of

a fair and honeſt character ; he will enjoy mode

rare health, and will ſeldom die before he attain's

the age of fixty, or upwards.

If the forehead is flat in the middle, the man or

woman will be found to be vain glorious, proud,

and little diſpoſed to generoſity ; very tenacious

of his honour, but brave, and will ſometimes give

money away, more out ofoftentation than any good

principle ; he will be fond of prying into the fe
crets of others, though not with an intention of

betraying them ; he will endeavour to ſuppreſs

quarrels, and reconcile rancour, for the fake of

being conſidered as a peace -maker, not from any

regard to the parties ; he will be a great reader,

eſpecially of newſpapers and hiſtory , and will

make very judicious remarks on them , (novels and

plays for the woman ; ) in love affairs, he will be
ardent

min

7

*** The Readerwill pleaſe to obſerve that, when

the words MAN or WOMAN , -are made uſe of in

any preceding, or following remark, the whole of

what is ſaid in that Paragraph , is to be under

flood of both .
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ardent, and very cautious of his own reputation, as

well as of that of his midireſs ; he will be zealous

for the welfare of his family, and get many chil.

dren , whom he will not fuffer to degrade them

ſelves ; but if they ſhould , he will beat them with

the utmoſt ſeverity , and will not be eaſily prevailed

on to forgive them .

If there is a hollow acroſs the forehead in the

middle, with a ridge, as of fleſh , above, and another

below , the man will be a good ſcholar, the wo
man a great manufacturer, or attentive to what

ever occupation ſhe may be engaged in ; they will

be warm in argument or debate, but will never de

fcend to fcurrility, they will not be liberal in be

ftowing, but if they can be of ſervice without hurt

ing themſelves, they will do it cheerfully ;love

will not be their predominant paflion , nor indeed,

do they ſeem to have any ſo ſtrong as to be looked

upon as characteriſtical ; they will have but few

children, and thoſe at very diftant periods, per

haps three, four, ſometimes ſeven years between

every two; they will be firin and ſteady in any

point they fix their minds upon , and by their per

feverance will ſcarcely ever fail of carrying their

object ; yet they will meet with many crofles, but

will hear them with a tolerable ſhare of patience ..

If the forehead juts out immediately, at and

over the eyebrows, running flat up to the hair, the

woman will be ſulky, proud , inſolent,

imperious, and treacherous ; he will be impatient

of contradiction, apt to give great abuſe, and to

ſtrike if he thinks he can do it with advantage ;

in his dealings he will over-reach if he poſſibly can,

and will never forgive an injury, but will take

every opportunity to prejudice the perſon whom

be conſiders as his enemy ly word or deed ; he

1

a

man or

will
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will always endeavour to unite intereſt with love,

and will not ſuffer himſelf to be openly governed

by his wife ; but he will be ſubject to be deceived

by artful perſons of either fex, who will flatter

his paſſions, and thus gain their own ends to his

detriment ; he will experience many changes of for

tune , but will never be reduced to abſolute poverty ;

he will be fertile in reſources, and very ſubtle in

argument; he willhave few children, but in quick

ſucceſſion, and will make himſelf many enemies.

If the temples are hollow , with the bones ad

vancing towards the forehead on either ſide, ſo

that the ſpace between muſt be neceſſarily flat,

with a ſmall channel or indenture riſing from the

upward part of the noſe to the hair, the man or

woman will be of a daring and intrepid temper,

intruding into matters in which they are totally

unconcerned, deſirous of paſſing for wits, and of

a fubtle and enterprizing nature, greedy of praiſe,

quick in quarrel , and of a reſtleſs and wandering

diſpoſition ; extremely ewd, and never ſeriouſly

attached to one object ; credulous for a moment,

but eaſily undeceived, and full of reſentment as

they feel their pride hurt . — In them the under

ſtanding will be rather weak, and they will trou

ble themſelves but little about the conſequences

that may reſult from their proceedings , provided

they gratifythe caprice of the moment ; they will
delight in' hearing of battles, riots, and diſturb

ances , and will foment and contribute towards them

to the utmoſt of their power, but ſtrive always to

keep themſelves out ofharm ; they will ſeldom be

out of ſome fcrape, will always have ſecret, as well

as open enemies, and can expect but little proſpe

rity ; they will ſeldom have above one or two,

children , and will not live to an advanced age.
C We
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We have now given ail that can be ſaid of the

forehead, as far as we could poſſibly recollect ,

the differences that may occur in that ſmall part

of the countenance ; and ſhall now proceed to the

eyebrows, on which a great deal depends in the

ſcience of prognoſtication.

If the eyebrow is very hairy, and that hair long

and curled with ſeveral of the hairs ftarting out, the

man or woman is of a gloomy diſpoſition,litigious,

and quarrelſome, but rather cowardly , greedy

after the affairs of this world, perpetually brood

ing over fome melancholy ſubject, and not an

agreeable companion ; he will be diffident penuri

ous, and weak in his underſtanding ; never addieted

to any kind of learning , and eaſy of belief in any

thing that tends to the gratification of his favourite

wiſh , to attain which, hewillgive up his ſyſtem of

economy, and freely beſtow in hopes of gaining
his point, he will pretend to love where he feels

none, and makes his affected paſſion fubfervient

to his pecuniary deſigns , he will have many chil

dren , but will if poſſible defer ſettling them in

the world, left the neceſſary portions ſhould inter

fere with his other ſchemes, and will never enjoy

any reaſonable ſhare ofmental ſatisfaction ; he will

be very fond of drinking, but will ſuppreſs his de

fire lett he ſhould be betrayed into a diſcovery of

his ſecrets, and will enjoy a long and turbulent
life .

If a man or woman has thin eyebrows, but

with ſome long hairs, he will be of a fickle diſpo.

fition , weak-ininded , credulous , and vain ; 'al

ways hunting after novelties, and neglectful of

his more ſerious buſineſs, he will be talkative,

pert, and rather diſagreeable in company ; very

fond of contradiction , and frequently bring him .
felf

1

1

!

1
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ſelf into ſcrapes by his inconſiderate expreſſions';

he will be ſuſpicious where he ſhould be candid,

and confident, where he ſhould fear deſign ;

though anxious to preſerve his ſecrets, he will be ca

fily induced to diſcover them , his enmities will be

violent, but not laſting ; he will not be eaſily led

into lawſuits, and quarrels ; but if forced to engage

in them , he will proſecute them with violence ;

he will not bear diſappointments eaſily, and will

be particularly unhappy if he is croſſed in love,

which will be his favourite paflion ; he will be ad.

dicted to drinking, rather for the ſake of company,

than from any attachment to liquor ; and will not

behave himſelf properly when overcome by it,

but will diſturb the tranquility of others, and get

himſelf into diſagreeable ſituations ; he will have;

many children , and live to a good old age.

If the eyebrow is thick and even, that is, with.

out any, or few ſtarting hairs, the man or woman

will be of an agreeable temper, found underſtand

ing, and tolerable wit ; moderately addi&ted to plea

ſure, fearful of giving offence, but intrepid and

perſevering in ſupport of right ; he will be chá

ritable, tender-heated, and generous, but never

so far as to exceed the bounds of reafon, or his in

come; hewill be ſincere in his profeſſions of love or

friendſhip, but cautious that the perſon be worthy of

his eſteem ; he will not eaſily ſuffer himſelf to be im .

poſed upon, but will prudently weigh every tranf

action before he engages in it; if he is deceived

hé will bear it with fortitude, but will act with

more circumſpection afterwards, and will rather

forbear entering into a connection, than expoie
himſelf to be cheated a ſecond time ; he will be

an excellent family man , tender, and affectionate

to his wife, attentive to his children , faithful to

his

7
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his friends, obliging to his neighbours, and affa.

ble, and courteous to all men ; he will enjoy a

good conftitution , and is likely to live long.

If the eyebrow is ſmall, thin of hair, and even,

the man or woman is weak minded, timorous,

ſuperficial , and not to be depended on ; he will

be deſirous of knowledge, but will not have på

tience and afliduity enough to give it the necef

ſary attention ; he will be deſirous of praiſe for

worthy actions, but will not have ſpirit and per
ſeverance enough to perform them in that degree

of excellence, that is requiſite to attract the notice

of men of judgment and diſcernment; he will

not be of an over amorous conftitution , though

far from being an enemy to love ; he will be ra

ther fond of money, but not to any degree bor

dering on penuriouſneſs ; but when an occaſion

offers that he thinks good, though he will be often

miſtaken , will give it liberally ; he will be kind to

his family, ſo long as he thinks they act with pro

priety ; but on a flight appearance of miſconduct,

he will fly off, and will ſeem inexorable for awhile,

but will be eaſily led back , and made ſenſible of

his error ; he will be petulant in diſcourſe, and

apt to provoke by his language, but will readily

apologize for any impertinencehe may be guilty

of; he will be ready to promiſe every thing that

is afked of him , and more than he can poſſibly

perform , and will attribute his failure to other

cauſes than that which really occaſioned it ; he

will be of a delicate conſtitution, and ſubject to

frequent fits of fickneſs, but will have many chile

dren , and by temperance and a proper regimen,

may live long.

If the eyebrow is thick of hair towards the

noſe, and goes off ſuddenly, very thin , ending in a
point
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point, the man or woman will be ſurly, capti.

ous, jealous, fretful, and eaſily provoked to rage ;
whatever he undertakes he will purſue it with vio .

lence, until he meets with ſome great obſtacle,

and then he will abandon it entirely, and will not

be prevailed upon to begin it again ; in his love

affairs, he will be intemperate, but a ſmall mark of
unkindneſs will break his chain , and it will be im

poſſible to rivet it again ; he will be of a daring

and intrepid diſpoſition at times , and at others he

will be as pufillanimous and daſtardly ; in his con

verſation, he will be uneven , and ſtart ſuddenly

from one ſubject to another ; he will be rather in

clined to penury, and will provide well for his

family, which will be nunerous.

We thought it neceſſary to enlarge on theſe

ſubjects, as ſo much can be gathered from them

concerning the tempers and diſpoſitions of our

ſpecies ; and we flatter ourſelves, that our readers

will not take it amiſs, that we here make a re

mark, from which muft accrue to them the moſt

folid benefits ; it is , that as men and women are by

nature intended and adapted for the ſweets of ſo

ciety, ſo it is eſſentially neceſſary, in order to at.

tain thoſe ſweets, and to avoid the acrimonies

and diſpleaſures, that muſt unavoidably accrue

from a wrong choice in our companions, that we

be enabled to form a previous judgment of the

characters of thoſe with whom we deſire to aſſo .

ciate ; that thus we may be enabled to aſſimilate

our partnerſhips in every department, and this

ſcience, ſo important to our temporal happineſs,

can be procured only by a thorough knowledge

of the ſecret ſprings that urge them to action ; and

which , in ſpite of their utmoſt addreſs and endea

vours, will appear either in the natural affemblage

C3
of
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of their features , or in the adventitious move

ments, which the workings of the ſoul will pro

duce in them ; but as the eye holds a diſtinguiſhed

place in the ſcience of Phyſiognomy, we ſhallnow

proceed to give the obfervations which we have
been able to make on that organ.

And firſt,the eye that is large, full, prominent,

and clear, denotes a man or woman to be of an

ingenuous and candid diſpoſition , void of deceit,

and of an even, agreeable, and affable diſpoſition ;

ſeldom yielding to any thing in exceſs, modeſt,
and baſhful in the affairs of love though by no

means an enemy to its gratification ; firm , though

not obſtinate ; in his reſolves of a good and ſolid

underſtanding ; of an agreeable, but not brilliant

wit, and clear and juſt in argument ; ſomewhat

inclined to extravagance, but moſt commonly

from good motives ; eaſily impoſed upon by ficti

tious tales of diftreſs ; and though convinced of the

impoſition, cannot reſtrain himſelf from tending

his hand , in indulgence of his ſenſibility to the

next object that claims his benevolence ; he will

ſuffer no very great hardſhips, nor will he enjoy a

conſiderable ſhare of happineſs ; but on the whole

his ſituation will be rather better than worſe ; he

will have ſeveral children, but more girls than -

boys, and will be careful in educating them , and

providing for them .

The eye that is ſmall, but advanced in the head ,

Thews the man or woman to be of a quick wit,

found conſtitution , lively genius, agreeable, con

verſation , and good morals ; but inclined to jea

louſy , though ºnever without ſome foundation ;

careful and attentive to buſineſs, and never neg.

lectful of his occupation whatever 'may be his

ſituation in life ; with ſuch a perſon you muſt be
fomewha
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ſomewhat guarded in your expreſſions, as he will

be apt to ſuſpect you of a deſign of giving him of

fence; he willnot eaſily reconcile himſelf to a

fedentary life , but will be for ſome employment

that will require frequent change of place ; he

will be punctual in fulfilling his engagements , and

very much diſpleaſed if he finds himſelf diſap

pointed in thoſe of o :hers ; in love matters, he

will be very warm , and not eaſily reconciled to

one perſon, unleſs that perſon is very amiable, and

ſtudies the viciſſitudes of his taſte, adapting him

ſelf to it when neceſſary ; he will be, in general,

proſperous in his undertakings, and exceedingly

prolific.

The man or woman whoſe eyes are ſunk in his

head, is of a jealous , diſtruſful, malicious, and

envious nature ; deceitful and hypocritical in his
words and actions , never to be depended upon ,

unleſs his intereſt or revenge excite him to punc

tuality ; in either of thoſe caſes no man

more faithful to his promiſes ; his chief delight will

be in ſhowing his love, cunning in over-reach

ing others; and he will be ſo vain glorious, as to

boaſt of it among his aſſociates, whom he will

not ſpare, but will endeavour to divert their ree

ſentment by a laugh ; he will take more pleaſure

in lewd love , than in that that is lawful , and will

have many children , whom he will, if poſible,

avoid providing for during his own life time.

The man or woman who ſquints, or has his

eyes turned awry , will be of a penurious diſpoſiti

on, but punetual in his dealings, more for the

ſake of gaining the character of an honeſt man ,

than from any innate principle ; he will be fly, cun

ning and inſinuating, of a fawning, cringing,

mean difpofition to thoſe from whom hemay expect

can be

advantage
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advantage or emolument ,as well as to thoſe whom .

he means to injure ; but as ſoon as he finds his

opportunity of pouring his vengeance on the lat.

ter, he will do it with a malignancy that is deteſ.

table ; in his amours he willbe intemperaté, and

indifferent to their being publicly known ; he will

be tenacious of his own ſecrets, and prodigal of

thoſe of others, if he thinks he can gain by be.

traying them ; he will be cautious and impenetra

ble when he drinks, though addicted to it by in

clination .-- In marriage he will ſeek intereſt, ra

ther than love, and will be complaiſant to his wife,

if ſhe is ſubmiſſive to him ; butif ſhe is otherwiſe

he will be cruel ; he will have many children , but

will accumulate much wealth .

We fhall now proceed to inform our readers,

of the judgment they are to form of a perſon by

the colour of the eyes, which , though generally

very various, are yet diſtinguiſhed into fix prin

cipal claſſes, viz . the black eye, the hazle eye,

the blue eye, the grey eye, the wall eye, and the, ,

The colour of the eye is attached to no parti

cular fize or ſituation , but as its conſtruction is ,

all the parts of the body, the moſt complicated and

ſingular, we will beg leave, before we proceed

ary farther, to give ſome little account of this or.

gan ; we mean with reſpect to its communication

with the other eſſential fources of the conceptions

and paſſions of man ; its delicacy is ſuch, that it is

ſenſible of the ſmalleſt injury, as it is likewiſe the

channel through which the imagination receives

its firſt impreſſions, and through which , it again

ſends them forth in the moſt unequivocal man.

ner ; for to every man who will give himſelf the

trouble of a little reflection , it will appear evident,
that

redeye.
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that the tongrie can at command of the ſpeaker,

give utterance to ideas , which the imagination

never cheriſhed ; and in this caſe with very little

trouble you will obſerve that theſe crude and

undigeſled ideas, are delivered in a forced, harſh ,

and annatural kind of expreſſion ; whereas the

language of the eyes is clear, convincing, and in

telligible ; this evidently proves the immediate
connexion which the eye has by its tubes, nerves,

and ligaments ; with the ſeveral cavities of the

brain , from which the imagination fends her well

formed plans to the eye, and there places them in

ſo clear a point of view , that a judicious perſon

will immediately know by the eye, if the expreſſi

ons of the lips are true or falſe ; a moſt eſſential

ſcience to perſons in all ranks, and from which

the conduct ofthe perſon you converſe with , will

be inſtantly gathered, in the intercourſe he then

propoſes.

It will appear equally certain , that the eye has

an immediate relation to the heart , from the

emotions of pleaſure, anger, joy, fear , or other

paſſion, which thelatter feels irreſiſtibly, when any

object is conveyed to it through the eye that is,

capable of producing thoſe emotions. The heart—

is the ſeat of affection ; the brain ,the ſeat of fancy ;'

they both receive their impreſſions through the

eye, and ſend them back ſo forcibly by it, that
the affection or idea that is predominant at the

moment, will ſhine out in the eye without equi,

vocátion, and all the efforts of the judginent, all

the arts the mind is capable of, cannot for an in

ftant ſuppreſs, or even diſguiſe, the language of the

eye'; whereas all the muſcles are in the power of

the perſon , who, in the height of joy , fear, plea
fure, or anger ; can ſeem calm , unruffled, and una

diſturbed ;
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diſturbed ; in anger , the eyes ſparkles,and rolls in

ceſſant to and fro, and is evidently diſtorted from

its natural ſituation ; in joy, it ſparkles, but remains

eaſy in its poſture, dry, and advances forward as if

to meet the object it delights in ; in pleaſure it isl

moiſt, ſparkling, fixed, and of a peculiar foftneſs

and languor, which it is impoſſible to deſcribe ; in

fear, it grows dim , ſeems to retire into the head,

and the eyelids approach towards each other, as if

to ſave it from the danger, or to hide the danger

from it ; every other paſſion produces an effect

upon the eye , which feparately to detail would be

tedious; it requires only a little obſervation

and experience to become perfect in their ſeveral

revolutions in every ſituation of life, and we ſhall

therefore proceed, without any other preface, to

ſhew what may be gathered from the colour of
theeye in man or woman ; for what is ſaid of one,

in this caſe, will hold good ofboth .

A black eye is lively, briſk, and penetrating;

and proves the perſon who poſſeſſes it , to be of a
{ prightly wit, lively converſation , not eaſily im.

poſed upon, of a ſound underſtanding ; but if taken

on theweak fide, may be led aftray for a while ;
but whilſt in the vortex of error, will look back

with regret, and ſtruggle until he has recover.

edhimſelf; his greateſt foible if it can be called one,

will be the paſſion of love, in which he will

ſcarcely keep bounds; he will be ſubject to ſudden

ſtarts of anger and jealouſy, but will be eaſily ap

peaſed ; he will be impatient for early marriage,

and will never be contented unleſs his heartis

engaged in love and friendſhip ; he will be fin.

cere and liberal in both ; by hiswarmth in purſu .

ing his projects, he will expoſe himſelf to frequent

dilapppointments, and vexations; his eagernels in

the

1
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the enjoyment of connubial pleaſure, will in part

diſappoint his intentions of a numerous iſſue, un

leſs he meets with a mate of his own character

and conſtitution , then he will have many chil-.

dren .

A hazle eye ſhews the perſon to be of a ſubtle,

piercing, and frolickſome diſpoſition, rather in

clined to be arch , and ſometimes miſchievous ; a

great joker, and will often offend his friends for

the ſake of his jeſt, but good natured at the boe

tom ; with reſpeêt to temporal affairs, he will be

neither anxious nor negligent, but preſerve a juſt

medium ; hewill be ſtrongly inclined to love , and

not over delicate in the means of gratifying that

propenſity, and will bring himſelf into ſome in

conveniences on that account, but will ſeldom

involve himſelf in great dangers ; he will be mode

rately affectionate, and will have many children ;

and upon the whole, not unproſperous in his un.

dertakings.
A blue eye ſhews the perſon to be of a meek and

gentle temper, affable and good -natured, credu

ſous, and incapable of violent attachments; ever

modeft, cool , and undiſturbed by turbulent paſ

ſions'; . of a ſtrong and capacious memory, but

better adapted to trifles than to matters of great

moment ; indolent , yet of a temper ſo fcrupulous

as rather to incroach upon his diſpoſition, than

neglect his duty ; vérv temperate in the uſe of love ,

but if once engaged in affection, exceedingly hard

to be detached ; in conftitution , neither robuſt nor

delicate, apt to be ſwayed by the laſt opinion ,

ſubject to no violent impreſſion from the viciſſi

tudes of life, whethergood or bad, and will have

but few children , moſtly girls!

70

a

TD
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A grey
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A. grey eye denotes the perſon to be of weak

intellečts, devoid of wit, but a plain plodding

downright drudge , that will act as he is fpirited up

by others ; he will have but few innate ideas , and

will be flow in learning any thing that requires

attention ; however, he will be juſt to thebeſt of

his underfianding, and will wrong no body if he

knows the action to be wrong, but willbe very

eaſily perſuaded to adopt falſe opinions ; he will

be of a cold and phlegmatic conſtitution , liable to

frequent, but flight fits of fickneſs , and will rather

ſubmit to, than defire the pleaſures of love ; he

will not have many children , nor will he enjoy

much inward ſatisfaction, though not liable to

any degree of miſery ; his life leldom will exceed

fixty years.

A wall eye denotes the perſon to be ofa haſty,

paſſionate, and ungovernable temper ; ſubject to

fudden and violent anger, and in his fits thought

leſs of the miſchief he may' do ; haughty to his

equals and ſuperiors, but mild and affable to his

inferiors, unleſs he fees in them fome ungene

rous principle ; he will not be tenacious of his

money when an opportunity offers of laying it out

well , he will be a patron to the oppreſſed, and a

protector of the innocent; and will, upon the

whole, not prove an unamiable character , he will

be patient of neceſſary labour indefatigably induſ
trious,'and punctually honcft ; but he will not be

as ardent in love matters, as might be expected,

though he will have many children , for the moſt

part boys.

A red , or as it is vulgarly called, a faucer eye,

denotes the perſon to be félfiſh , deceitful, proud,

ingenuous, and furious in the paſſion of anger ;

fertile in the invention of plots,and indefatigable

in
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in reſolution to bring them to bear ; imperious

in his family , anxious for riches , and ſuſpicious

that others are forming deſigns againſt him ; he

is ever watchful for advantages , and intrepid in

purpoſes, careleſs of life , when the expoſing of
it can contribute to the gratification of his inte

reſted or other views ; he is ardent in love , but

ſtrongly attached to the firſt object that catches

his fancy ; he will have many children , and live to
fee old age.

From the eye, it is natural for us to deſcend

to the noſe, which , beinga leading and prominent

feature, ever in ſight, will indicate the diſpoſition

and temper of a man in a great meaſure; and when

compared with the other lineaments, will be fich a

clueas muſt lead us into his ſecret ſoul , and deve

lope all his mazes and intricacies, in ſpite of all his

diſguiſes, affectation and hypocrify ; but as it would

be impoſſible to ſpecify the infinite variety of

noſes that is to be found among mankind, with

the ſeveral indications that may be drawn from

them , we will confine ourſelves to a ſmall num

ber ;-- and first,

A noſe that comes even on the ridge , flat on

the ſides, with little or no hollow between the

eyes , declares the man to be ſulky, infolent, dif

dainful , treacherous, and ſelf-ſufficient ; if it has

a point deſcending over the noftrils, he is avari
cious and unfeelings vain glorious, fuperficial,

and ignorant ; yet endeavouring to impoſe him

ſelf upon others as a man of knowledge and un

derſtanding ; he ' is peeviſh, jealous, quick in
reſentment, but too cowardly to take a generous

revenge.

A noſe that riſes with a ſudden bulge a little

below the eyes, and then falls again into a kind
D of '

3

5
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of hollow below , is petulant , boariſh , and noiſy, void

of ſcience , and of a very light underſtanding,

conceited and puſillanimous ; he is quarrelſome

when he thinks he has an advantage, and careful

of what he can acquire.

The noſe that is ſmall, ſlender, and peaked,

ſhews the perſon to be of a fearful diſpoſition,

jealous , fretful, and inſidious ; ever ſuſpicious of

thoſe about him , catching at every word that he

can interpret to his own advantage, to ground

a diſpute upon ; fond of carping and bickering,

never at reſt in his mind, from the imagination
that others do not think as well of him as he

would wiſh ; he is lively in the purſuit of what

ever he takes a liking to know , and curious to

know every thing that is ſaid and done .

The noſe that is ſmall, tapering, round in the

noftrils, and cocked up, hews thethews the perſon to

be ingenious, ſmart , of a quick apprehenſion, gid

dy, and feldom looking into conſequences; but

generous, rather to a fault, and candid, agreeable

as far as he can make himſelf fo ; carefully

avoiding to give offence , but firm and reſolute

in doing himſelf juſtice, whenhe receives an in

jury ; his principles will be found, though his

conduct will often ſeem irregular and inconſiſt.
ent.

And having now ſaid all that occurs to us, con

cerning the moſt common, we will proceed to
the next general tell - tale of the human mind, the
mouth .

The lips that are thick , ſoft, and long, an

nounce the perſon to be of weak intellects, cre .

dulous, and ſlightly peeviſh, but by a little footh

ing eaſily brought back to good -humour ; he is

ſtrongly addicted to the pleaſures of love, and
ſcarcely
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ſcarcely moderate in his enjoyment of them ; he

is eaſily perſuaded to undertakings, but if be fees

them tending to wickedneſs, he will recoil , and

never engage in them ; he is invariably upright

in his conduct , and of a timorous and balhful

temper.

If the underlip is much thicker than the upper,

and more prominent, the perſon is of a weak un

derſtanding, but artful, knaviſh , and given to

chicanery to the full extent of his ability ; greedy

of money, of a brutal , harſh, and unfociable temper

apt to confide too much in the judgment of another,

and amorous, but not ſo far as to hurt his own in

tereft ; imperious to thoſe who depend on him ,

and cringing to all from whom he may expect

advantage; he is of a cowardly nature, unleſs

ſtrongly excited by another .

The lips that are moderately plump and even,

declare the perſon to be good -humoured, humane,

ſenſible, judicious and juſt; neither giddy nor

torpid, but purſuing, in every particular, a juſt
medium .

The lips that are thin , fhew the perſon to be

of a quick and lively imagination, ardent in the

purſuit of knowledge in whatever he applies

to, indefatigable in labour , not too much attached

to money ; eager in the pleaſures of love, and

kind with ſome degree of partiality ; more brave

than otherwiſe, and firmly attached, but difficult

to be brought to attachment.

The lips that are thin and funk inwards, de

note the perſon to be of a ſubtle, reſentful and

perſevering diſpoſition ; everlaſting in hatred, and

never ſparing any pains to compafs his revenge ;

in love or friendſhip, much more moderate and

uncertain. -

ItD 2
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It would be impoſlible, as well as infractuous,

to follow nature in her playfulneſs, in that infi

nite variety of little inſignificant diſtinctions,

which ſhe makes in this, as well as every other

part of man ; we will therefore proceed to give
our obſervations on the chin .

The chin that is round, with a hollow between

it and the lip, ſhews the perſon to be of a good

humoured diſpoſition , kind and honeſt ; he will

not voluntarily do groſs injury, though ſometimes

he may be led into it by the perſuaſion of others ;

but he ſoon repents , and makes amends as far as

in his power ; he is fincere in his friendſhip,

and ardent in his love ; his underſtanding is good,

and his genius capacious ;-If he has a dimple, it

makes him better

The chin that comes down flat, from the edge

of the lip , and ends in a kind of chiſel form,

ſhews the perſon to be filly , credulous, jealous,

ill -tempered, and greedy of unmerited honours

and praiſe ; capricious, wavering" and unſteady ;

he is ever forming projects, and has no ſooner

compaſſed them , than he finds fault , and wiſhes

them undone ; if his fortune will allow it , hewill

deſtroy thework of manymonths, in the vain ima.

gination of gaining an advantage, which will not

be equivalent to the expence ; he will affect great

modeſty in preſence of others, though he will

not ſcruple the vileft actions when he thinks him

ſelf ſecure from diſcovery :-a dimple makes no
alteration .

The chin that is pointed upwards, ſhews the

perſon to be deeply given to contrivances, pro

portioned to his abilities in fortune, and under

Itanding; he can never be at reſt from forming

plots and ſchemes on one thing or another, and
is
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a bad

is never ſcrupulous about the means he employs

to bring them to an iſſue ; however fairly he be

fpeaks you , you can never depend upon his friend

ſhip, ashis purpoſe is only to make you ſubſervient

to his own deligns ; in love his generoſity will be
of the ſame ſtamp.

Of the face in general , we will ſay, that the

perſon whoſe features areſtrong, coarſe, and un

pleaſant to the eye, is of a ſelfiſh , brutal , rough ,

and unfociable diſpoſition : greedy of money ,

harſh in expreſſion , but will fometimes fawn with

grace to gain his ends.

The face that is plump, round, and ruddy, de

notes the perſon to be of an agreeable temper, a

ſafe companion, hearty and jovial, fond of com

pany, and deſirous and deſerving of friendſhip :

of a ſolid wit, found principles, and a clear un

derſtanding ; he is faithful in love , though ſome

timesin an unguarded moment he may be led aſtray ,

but he foon returns, and proves more affectionate

than before .

The face that is thin , ſmooth , and even, with

well proportioned features, ſhews the perſon to

be of a good diſpoſition, but lively, penetrating,

and active ; fomewhat inclined to ſuſpicion, yet

facetious, and of an agreeable converſation ; aſli

duous in purſuit of knowledge, and ſtrongly ad

dicted to the delights of love.

A face whoſe cheek bones jut out, with thin

jaws, is of a reſtleſs, and thinking diſpoſition,

fretful, and apprehenſive of what may happen on

the flighteft cauſe ; always foreboding evil, with

out any plaufible reaſon for his fears ; more

diſpoſed, than capable of enjoying the pleaſures of
love.

D 3 A face
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A face that is pale by nature , denotes a timo

rous diſpoſition, but greatly deſirous of carnal

pleaſures.

A face that is unequally red , whether ſtreaked

or appearing in ſpots, ſhews the perſon to be

weak both in mind and body yielding eaſily to
affliction and fickneſs.

A face blotched , ſhews the perſon to be ad

dicted to drinking, and free from no vice , though

they have frequently the art to conceal the incli
nation .

We ſhall conclude this Chapter with a few re

marks on the head in general.

The head that is large and round, ſhews that

the perſon has a tolerable underſtanding, but not

near ſo good as he imagines ; however upon the

whole he is rather harmleſs, and not much given

to the pleaſures of love.

The head that is ſmall and round , or if the

face comes tapering, fhews the perſon to be of

an accute, penetrating diſpoſition, much given

to bantering and humour, but of very great ſen

fibility ; ſometimes hurried away by caprice, but

commonly faithful in love .

The head that is flat on either ſide, and deep

from the face to the back , fhews the perſon to be

of a found underſtanding, deep penetration, great

memory, and of an even, and agreeable temper ;

but flow of belief, and not eaſily impoſed upon ;

he is warm in his affections, and jult in his dea

lings, laborious in his profeſſion, and much ad
dicted to induſtry.

Thus kave we ſhewn, ito the beſt of our re

colle &tion , all that can really be gathered from

that effential index of the human mind, the head,

and its parts ; and ſhall therefore, with the good

leave of our Readers proceed to- CHAPTER
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CHAPTER III.

Of P A L M I S T R Y ,

a

e

1

1

of the ſeveralLines of both Hands, and what they

Jeverally prognoſticate.

TO
"HE palms of the hands contain a great variety

of lines or indentures, running in different di

rections, every one of which bears a certain relation

to the events of a perſon's life ; and from them ,

with the moſt infallible certainty , you can tell

every circumſtance that will happen to yourſelf

or any other, by combining them properly to

gether ; but herewe muſt beg leave to undeceive

our readers concerning a very effential point,

which we find that our predeceſſors bave in gene

ral omitted ; and that is, that every line , accord

ing as it has performed a part of its function, loſes

that characteriſtic which was allotted to foreſhew

that particular circumſtance, and aſſumes a dif

ferent aſpect ; but whether this variation conſiſts

in a greater depth of its former impreſſion , or if

it appears leſs viſible in the ſpot that foreboded

that event , or by a certain involution of its direc

tion to the one ſide or to the other, it is almoſt im

poffible to particularize, as theſe changes and alte

rations depend in a great meaſure onthe peculiar

nature of the circumſtance itſelf, and of its weight

or levity in the great ſcale of human viciſſitudes ;

we muſt therefore, content ourſelves with ſtre

nuouſly recommending to our readers to pay an

unwearied attention to this object, and will moſt
undoubtedly

4
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undoubtedly reap an ample harveſt of moſt ex.
cellent knowledge for their pains .

We ſhall firſt give the names of the ſeveral

lines as they hold their places , and then particula
rize their qualities.

There are five principal lines in each hand,

called by the ſame names, but as they frequently

bear different characteriſtic, ſo are their prognof

tics different; the chief line , and that on which

perſons of the profeſſion lay the greateſt ſtreſs, is

the line of life, which generally takes its riſe

where the thumb joint plays with the wriſt on

the inſide ; and runs in an oblique direction to

the inſide of the innermoſt joint of the fore

finger.

The next is the line of death , which ſeparates

the fleſhy part of the hand on the little finger's
fide, from the hollow of the hand, running in

different directions in different people.

The table line originates with the line of life,

at the wriſt, and runs through the hollow of the

hand towards the middle finger.

The girdle of Venus takes its courſe from the

extremityof theinnermoſt joint of the little fin

ger, and forming a curve, terminates between the
fore and middle fingers.

The line of fortune ſtrikes from behind the

ball , or mount of the fore-finger, acroſs the palm,

and line of life, and looſes itſelf in or near the

fleſhy part of the hand on the little finger's

fide .

It would be impoffible to give names to all the

other lines , and indeed it would be needleſs, as

they only tend to illuſtrate and explain the other

lines ; we ſhall now proceed to give the remarks

to be made on theſe five lines :

N. B.
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N. B. Particular attention muſt be paid to the

age of the perſon who conſults.

If the line of life is croſſed or interfected by

other lines at or near the wriſt , the perſon will

meet with fickneſs in the beginningof life , and

the degree of ſickneſs will be proportioned to the

ſize , length, and breadth of the intervening lines ;

the ſame is to be obſerved of the other parts of the

line , ſo that according to the ſituation of the croff

ng lines upon the line of life, you can preciſely

teil at what
age

the ſickneſs will come on ; and

cording to the depth and length , of the croſſing

line, you know whether the fit will be ſevere. or

of long duration. If the line of life runs fair and

uninterrupted, the perſon will enjoy good health ;
and according to its length towards the outſide

of the forefinger, you can judge if the perſon

will live long, as the longer the line, the longer

the life .

If the line of death is ſhort, and runs even ,

without being broken or divided, it ſhews that

the perſon will enjoy a good length of days, and

not be ſubjekted to many maladies ; but if it is

interrupted, it evidently ſhews that the perſon

will be endangered by illneſs, but by the care of
providence will recover. If this line ends ab

ruptly, and with a broad point, it ſhews that the

perſon will die ſuddenly ; if it goes off in a taper
ing point, the laſt illneſs will be ſlow , and con

ſuming by degrees ; if it breaks off into ſeveral

branches, the perſon will be afflicted with more

diſorders than one at the ſame time ; if other lines

run acroſs it , the perſon will be of a weakly and

infirm habit of body ; often conined by infirmi

ties , and incapable of following any hard or la
borious buſincis,

When
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When the table line is broad , ſtrong and well

marked , it ihews the perſon to be of a lound con

ftitution, and a peaceable, contented mind ; if it

is broken, it fhews for every break a violent in

terruption to happineſs ; if theſe breaks happen

towards the part next to the wriſt , he will be

crofled in love, and either bediſappointed in the

perſon he has fixed his affe &tions on , or be ſad.

dled with a perſon of a diſobliging temper, and

abuſive tongue ; if towards the middle, he will loſe

his children, or decline in wealth ; if towards the

line of fortune , it threatens feparation, and if

nearer to the middle finger, poverty and diſtreſs.

The girdle of Venus when it goes on fair, and

well marked, ſhews that the perſon will be prof

perous in love, fairin his dealings with the fair ſex,

and be ſincerely beloved ; he will obtain a partner

for life, of a fortune adequate to his own, ſweet

tempered, faithful and affectionate ; but if it is in

terrupted at its beginning near the little finger,

he will meet with early diſappointments in love ;

if towards the middle of the line , he will ruin his

health , and injure his fortune with lewd proſti

tutes ; if near the end, he will be fooliſhly amo

rous in his old age, ftill expecting to gain the

heart of a woman , but never will obtain it ; If

this line is interſected with croſſes that run quite

through it , you are not to expect fincere love

fromany body, but that kind of violent deſire

that foon exhauſts itſelf and vaniſhes as ſuddenly as

it took rife ; if this line inclines towards the fin

gers you will continue amorous through life, but

if it takes its direction the contrary way , reaſon

will overcome paflion, and in the decline of

life, you will look upon the ſex with calmneſs,

if not with indifference ; if it is frequently indent

ed,
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to old age .

3

)

ed , that is to ſay, if it has many little hollows,

you
will be inclined to many women or men , but

attached to none, deſirous of being beloved by

ſome one, and diſappointed by all, if theſe in
dentures happen at the little finger, this diſ

poſition will be in early life, if at the forefinger,

Other perſons who have pretended to this

ſcience, have called this line by different names,

which we call the Line of Fortune ; its proximity

to the girdle of Venus ſhews that there is a ſtrong

kindred between them , and their diſtance at their

two extremities, clearly points out, that love is

inconſiſtent with childhood, and old age : yet, in

thoſe where the croſs lines approach from the one

to the other near their ends, prove that the per

fons were, or will be ſuſceptible of love in child

hood or old age . For example, if the croſs lines

are at the beginning of the girdle of Venus, and

bear towards the tail of the line of fortune, it evi

dently indicates that the perſon was ſuſceptible of

love at an earlier period than uſual ; if theſe lines

of communication are croiled by other ſmall lines,

the perſon has been diſappointed in his wiſhes, or

ſeverely puniſhed for gratifying them ; if plain and

ſtraight, and without tranſverſe lines, he has been

fuccefstul ; if the lines take their riſe from the tail

of the girdle, and lead towards the head of the line

of fortune , the perſon will be amorous in his old

age , and according to the ſituation of the tranſ

verſe lines, will be ſucceſsful or unfortunate in

his amours : if the line of fortune runs ſmooth,

broad, and clear, the perſon will enjoy affluence

through life , and be proſperous in all his under

takings ; if it is interfected by thort lines at the be

ginning, near the forefinger, it denotes that the

perſon

E

7
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perſon was born poor, or at leaſt with a ſmall

capital ; if theſe lines occur toward the middle,

at either end, he will be proſperous in the firſt

and laft of life ; but meet with diſappointments at

mid -age : if the croſs lines occur at the extremity

and not before, he will die poor and diſtreſſed . If

tranſverſe lines, croſſed by others, paſs from the

line of life to the line of foriune , the perſon willbe

engagedin quarrels and broils , or lawſuits and diſ;

union with his neighbours.

If the hollow palm of the hand, which ſome

call the plain ofMars, is full of croſs lines run

ning into each other, the perſon will be of a hu

morſome, uneven, and teſty temper, jealous, and

haſty, quarrelſome, and fighting, and endeavour

ing to ſet others by the ears ; he will meet with

very frequent misfortunes, and bear thein very

uneaſily, whereas if the hollow or palm of the

hand has none but the unavoidable lines , that is

to ſay, thoſe that muſt unavoidably paſs through

it, he will be of a ſweet and amiable diſpoſition,

full of ſenſibility, gratitude, and love , faithful,

benevolent and kind ; and though fubjeét to

croſſes , loſſes , and diſappointments, will bear them

with an even and agreeable temper ; from this

part chiefly, we recommend to perfons, to chuſe

their companions for life , either in friendſhip or

marriage.

We ſhall conclude this Chapter with a few re

marks on the mount, or ball of the thumb, which

bears a peculiar analogy to the events of a per

fon's life, with reſpect to diſputes, quarrels , and

lawſuits , if this mount has triany long ſtraight

lines reaching from the thumb to the line of life,

they ſhew thatthe perſon will have ſeveral perſonal

encounters, either with hands, clubs, piſtols, or

fwords,
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ſwords ; but if the lines are curved or crooked ,

they will indicate lawſuits , and according to the

degree of crookedneſs, they will be long or ſhort ;
but if theſe lines end in a ſtraight direction to

wards the line of life, they will end profperouſly ,

whether encounters or lawſuits ; if otherwiſe, they

will be attended with an unfavourable iffue ; the

nearer to the line of life theſe lines begin , the la

ter in the perſon's life, the quarrels or lawſuits

will take place ; and the nearer to the line of life,

they and the later in life they will terminate .

Were the compaſs to which we have limited

ourſelves even more extenſive, I do not know

that we could ſay more on this Chapter ; but as

we have before remarked, we muſt neceſſarily

leave a good deal to the fagacity of the reader.

CHAPTER IV.

Of MOLES.

Theſituation of Moles, and the indication ,they give

of a perſon's diſpoſition and futurelot in lifé.

YHOUGH moles are in their ſubſtances no

THthing elſe than excreſlences or ebulitions

which proceed from the ſtate of the blood whilſt

the child lies in the mother's womb, yet they

are not given in vain, as they are generally cha

racteriſtic of the diſpoſition and temper of thoſe

that bear them , and it is proved by experience,

that from their ſhape , ſituation , and other circum

ſtances, they bear a ſtrong analogy to the events

that are to happen to a perſon in future life ;

hence we ſhall give ſome few directions to thoſe

who are to forın the prognoſtic, that from thence

E they
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they may be enabled to pronounce an infallible

judgment.

Ånd first, it is eſſentially neceſſary to know the

fize of the mole, its colour , whether it is perfect

ly round , oblong, or angular, becauſe each of

thoſe will add to, or diminiſh the force of the in

dication ; the larger the mole, the greater will be

the proſperity or adverſity of the perſon ; the

finaller the mole, the leſs will be his good or bad

lụck ; if the mole is round, it forebodes good ; if

oblong, a moderate ſhare of fortunate events ; if

angular, it indicates a mixture of good and çvil; the

deeper its colour, the more it announces favour or

diſgrace ; the lighter, the leſs of either ; if it is very

hairy, much misfortune is to be expected ; if but

few long hairsgrow upon it , it denotes that your
undertakings will be proſperous.

We will further remark only, that moles of

the middling and common ſize, and colour, are

thoſe we ſpeak of; the relt may be gathered from

what we have faid above; but as it may frequently

happen that modeſty will fometimes 'hinder per

fons from Thewing iheir moles, you muſt depend

upon their own repreſentation of them for your

opinion .

A mole that ſtandson the right ſide of the fore

head or right temple, ſignifies that the perſon

will arrive to ſudden wcalth and honour.

A mole on the right eyebrow, announces

ſpeedly inarriage ; and that the perſon to whom

you will be married, will poſſeſs many amiable

qualities, and a good fortune .

A mole on the left of either of thoſe three

places , announces unexpected diſappointment in

your moſt fanguine wiſhes.

A mole
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A mole on the outſide corner of either eye,

denotes the perſon to be of a ſteady, fober, and

fedate diſpoſition ; but will be liable to a violent
death ,

A'mole on either cheek, ſignifies that the per

fon never ſhall riſe above mediocrity in point of

fortune, though at the ſame time he never will
fink to real poverty .

A mole on the noſe, ſhews that the perfon

will have good luck in moſt of his or her under

takings .

A mole on the lip , either upper or lower,

proves the perſon to be fond of delicate things,

and very much given to the pleaſures of love, in

which he or ſhe will commonly be ſucceſsful.

A mole on the chin , foreſhews that the perſon

will be attended with great proſperity and be high

ly eſteemed .

A mole on the ſide of the neck , ſhews that

the perſon will narrowly eſcape fuffocation, but

afterwards riſe to great conſideration by an unex

pected legacy or inheritance.

A mole on the throat, denotes that the perſon

ſhall become rich by marriage.

A mole on the right breaft, declares the perſon

to be expoſed to a ſudden reverſe , from comfort

to diſtrels, by unavoidable accidents ; - moſt of

his children will be girls.

A mole on the left breaſt, ſignifies ſucceſs in

undertakings, an amorous diſpoſition, and that the
children will be moſtly boys.

A mole on the boſom , portends mediocrity of
health and fortune.

A mole under the left breaſt over ibe heart ,

foreſhows that a man will be of a warm diſpoſia

tion , unſettled in mind, fond of rambling, and light

1

E 2
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in his conduct ; in a woman , it fhews ſincerity

in love, quick conception, and eaſy travail in
child -birth .

A mole on the right ſide over any part of the

ribs , denotes to be pufillanimous and flow in

undertaking any thing that may be attended with
difficulty .

A mole on the belly , denotes the perſon

-addicted to floth and gluttony ; ſelfiih in almoſt

all articles, and ſeldom inclined to be nice or care

ful in point of dreſs.

A mole on either hip , ſhews that the perſon

will have many children, and that ſuch of them
as ſurvive will be healthful, luſty, and patient of

hardſhips.

A mole on the right thigh, ſhews that the per

fon will become rich, and have good luck in mar

riage ,

A mole on the left thigh, denotes that the per

ſon ſuffers much by poverty, and want of friends ,

as alſo by the enmity and injuſtice ofothers.

A mole on the right knee , fignifies that the

perſon will be fortunate in the choice of a partner

for life , and meet with few diſappointments in

the world.

A mole on the left knee, portends that the

perſon will be raſh , inconſiderate and haſty, but

modelt in cool blood , honeſt , and inclined to good

behaviour in every ſenſe of the word,

A mole on either leg , ſhews that the perſon

is indolent, thoughtleſs and indifferent as to what

happens .

A mole on either ankle , denotes a man to be

inclined to effeminacy and elegance of dreſs ; a

woman to be courageous, active, and induſtrious

with ſome ſpice of the termagant ,

A mole
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A mole on either foot, forebodes ſudden illnefs ,

or unexpected misfortune.

A mole on the right ſhoulder, fignifies prudence,

diſcretion , fecrecy , and wiſdom .

A mole on the left ſhoulder, declares a teſty ,

contentious, and ungovernable ſpirit.

A mole on the right arm , denotes vigour, and

undaunted courage.

A mole on the left arm , declares reſolution

and victory in battle .

A mole near either elbow , denotes reſtleſsneſs,

a roving and unſteady temper, alſo a diſcontent

edneſs with thoſe the perſon is obliged to live

conſtantly with .

A mole between the elbow and the wriſt, pro

miſes the perſon proſperity, but not until he has

undergone many hardſhips,

A mole on the wriſt or between it and the ends

of the fingers, ſignifies induſtry, parſimony , fide

lity, and conjugal affection.

A mole on any part from the ſhoulders to the

loins, ſignifies imperceptible decline , and gradual

decay, whether of health or wealth .

A mole on the loins, lhews vigour, eſpecially
in the duties of love .

If
any other moles ſhould occur, which we

have not here particularized, we flatter ourſelves

that our readers will attribute our not explaining

them, not to any want of deſire to gratify their

utmoſt wiſhes, but rather to that deference which

every writer juſtly owes to the fagacity and undera

ftanding of thoſe who will honour him with their

good opinion ; we the eaſier flatter ourſelves that

this omiſſion will be forgiven us, as

fident that our readers will find in their own pe

netration an eaſy ſupplement to our forgetfulneſs";
the

we are con

E 3
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the more fo, as the proximity of ſituation of any

other mole, that may occur to any of thoſe here

mentioned, will, from the explanation given in

theſe ſheets, find an interpretation from compari

fon with what we have faid ; the degree in any par

ticular, being only a little more or leſs.

And now we ſhall proceed to ſtate in the clear

eſt manner poſſible, the full meaning that each

card in a pack bears ſeparately, and in its inde

pendent ſtate ; their combinations being eaſily de

duced and calculated : as in the following Chapter.

CH A P T E R V. -

1

Of CARD TOSSI N G.

Themeaning which every card bears independently

of the reſt - One example of the general combi

nation of all the cards when laid out on a table . *

IT
T is a common cuſtom with perfons profeſſing

this ſcience , to leave out the aces , as being ge
nerally portentive of bad fortune ; but in the

courſe of our practice , we have found themnot

only of eſſential utility, but likewiſe, the certain

foretellers of good luck , provided always, that they

are properly accompanied; we alſo beg leave to

remind our readers of the neceffity that the per

fon , whoſe fortune is to be told ,' ſhould, before

the cards are cut , chuſe one of the four kings ; if

a man , to repreſent himſelf; if a woman , the muſt

name a queen. The king of the choſen queen ,

and the queen of the choſen king, will ſtand for

* In the preface, we have given directions for

cutting and diſpoſing the cards.

the
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the huſband or wife, miſtreſs or lover of the per

ſon concerned ; and the knave for the moſt inti

mate perſon of his or her family.

And firſt, we ſhall begin with the Hearts :

The ACE

Signifies drinking, carouſing, merry -making,
and good -humour; if the ace is attended by ſpades,

it forebodes quarrelling in your cups, and ill
temper to your family whilft you are in a ſtate of

intoxication; if hearts, it fhews cordiality and
affection between the parties; if diamonds, your

feaſt will be from home, probably in the country ;

if clubs , the occaſion of the meeting will be up

on ſome bargain or agreement; if your ace of

hearts is in the neighbourhood of coat cards of

both ſexes, with clubsnear , it will be about match

making ; if all the coat cards are kings or knaves,

or both , it will concern the buying or ſelling of

ſome perſonal property ; if all queens , it will re

gard reconciliation between parties; and if queens

and knaves, it will be about the reconciliation and

reunion of a married couple .

The KING of HEARTS

Shews a man of a fair complexion, or of an

eaſy good -natured diſpoſition, but a little inclined

to be halty, and rather raſh in his undertakings.

The QUEEN

Is a woman either of a very fair complexion ,

or of great beauty , her temper rather hot, and

ſomewhat bordering on termagancy ; ſhe will not

make an obedient wife, neither will ſhe be very

happy in her own reflections .

The

:
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The KNAVE

Is a perſon of no determined ſex, but always

the neareſt relation or deareſt friend of the con

ſulting party, always active and intruding, equal

ly jealous in doing good or miſchief, as led by

the caprice of the moment , paſſionate and not

eaſily reconciled, but always warm in the cauſe

of the conſulting party, though not poſſibly ac

cording to his fancy , as he will be as induſtrious to

prevent his ſchemes, if they do not fuit with his

own diſpoſition, as to forward them if he approves

of them*.

The TEN of HEARTS

Foretells good-nature, and multiplicity of chil

dren : it in fome meaſure corrects the bad fore.

bodings of the cards that may ſtand next to it ;

and if its neighbour cards are of a good import, it

aſcertains, and confirms their value.

The NINE of HEARTS

Promiſes wealth , grandeur, and high eſteem ; if

cards of a bad tendency ítand near it, you muſt

expect diſappointment and a reverſe ; if cards of

good information follow theſe laſt at a ſhort dis

tance, expect to retrieve your loſſes, whether of

peace or temporal goods.

The EIGHT of HEARTS

Points out a ſtrong inclination to drinking in

exceſs, which , if accompanied with unlucky cards ,

will bring on ruin of property , waſte of health ,

and loſs of friends ; if by good cards , it forelhews

* You muſt pay ſpecial attention to the cards

that ſtand next to the knave, as from them alone

you can judge whether the perſon it repreſents

will favouryour inclinations or not.
reformation

1
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reformation and recovery from the former bad

conſequences.

The SEV EN of HEARTS

Declares the perſon to be of an unſettled and

unfaithful diſpoſition , addicted to the vice of in

continence, and ſubject to the mean art of recri

mination, though unfounded, to excuſe his own
crimes .

The SI X of HEARTS

Prognoſticates a generous, open , and credu

lous diſpoſition , eaſily impoſed upon , and the ready

dupe of flatterers and good natured friend of the
diſtreſſed *.

The FIVE of HEARTS

Denotes a wavering diſpoſition, never attach

ed to one object , and free from any violent paſſion
of attachment.

The FOUR of HEARTS

Portends that the perſon will not be married un

til very late in life , but this will very probably

proceed from too great delicacy in chooſing.

The TRA Y of H E A RTS

Forebodes that you will ſuffer greatly by the

ill-will of others, to which your own imprudence

will partly contribute.

The DEUCE of HEARTS

Shews that the perſon will be attended with

extraordinary fucceſs, and good fortune, though

if bad cards attend, it will be delayed a long while.=)

i

* If this card comes before your king or queen ,

you will be the dupe ; if after, you can have the
better.

The
3
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The A CE of DIAMONDS

Denotes a perſon fond of rural ſports, a great

builder and gardener; delighting in the planting

and laying out of groves, woods , thrubberies , and

other ſuch amuſements ; but his enterprizes of

this nature will be attended with ſucceſs or diſap

pointment, according to the cards that are near it ;

it likewiſe ſignifies a letter.

The KING of DIAMONDS

Announces a man of a fiery temper, preſerving

anger, long ſeeking for opportunities of revenge,

and obftinate in his reſolutions.

The QUEEN of DIAMONDS

Signifies that the woman will not bea ſteady and

induſtrious houſe-keeper ; ſhe will be fond of com

pany-keeping, coquetilh , and not over ſtrictly vir

tuous .

The KNAVE of DIAMONDS

However nearly related, will look more into his

own intereſt than your's '; he will be tenacious of

his own opinion, and will fly off if contradicted .

The TEN of DIAMONDS

Promiſes a country huſband or wife, with great

wealth, and a numerous iſſue ; the card next to it

will tell the number of children .

The NINE of DIAMONDS

Declares that the perſon will be of a rambling
diſpoſition , never contented with his lot , and

for ever meeting with croſſes and diſappointments,

and riſks a ſhameful end .

The EIGHT of DIAMONDS

Forebodes that the perſon in his yonth will be

an enemy to marriage, and thus run the riſk of

dying unmarried, but ifhe takes on the holy yoke,

/

it
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it will not be until late in life , and then the match

will be ſo ill forted, as to produce great mis
fortunes.

The SE VEN of DIAMONDS

Forefhews that you will ſpend the happieſt of

your days in the country , where if you remain ,

your happineſs will be uninterrupted : but if you
come to town, you will be tormented by the infi

delity of your mate, and the ſquandering of your
fubftance .

The Six of DIAMONDS

Is an indication of an early marriage , and pre

mature widowhood ; but if you marry again , you

will moſt probably be worſe off.

The FIVE of DIAMONDS

Aſſures you a well allorted marriage, and good

children , who will keep you from grief.

The FOUR of DIAMONDS

Prognoſticates the incontinence of the perſon

you will be married to , and very great vexation

to yourſelf through the whole courſe of your life.

The TRA Y of DIAMONDS

Forebodes that you will be engaged in quarrels,

Lawſuits, and domeſtic diſagreements, your part,

ner for life will be of a vixen and abuſive temper,

and make you unhappy.

The DEU CE of DIAMONDS

Engages yourheart at an early period in the tra

mels of love ; but your parentswill not approve

of your choice ; if you marry without their con :

fent, they will hardly forgive yo!! .

The
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The ACE of CLUBS

Gives an aſſurance of wealth, proſperity , and

tranquility of mind.

The KING of CLUBS

Announces a man upright, humane, affection

ate and faithful in all his engagements : he will

be happy himſelf, and make every one that he has

a conne& ion with ſo if he can .

The QUEEN of CLUBS

Is of a tender, mild , and rather amorous diſpofi

tion ; ſhe will very probably yield her maiden per

fon to a generous lover before the matrimonial knot

is tied ; but they will be married , and happy to

gether.

The KNAVE of CLUBS

Is a generous, fincere , and jealous friend, who

will exert himſelf warmly for your good.

The TEN of CLUBS

Denotes great riches to come ſpeedily from an

unexpected quarter, but it alſo tlureatens that you

will, at the ſame time , loſe ſome very dear friend.

The NINE of CLUBS

Denotes too ſteady an adherence to your own

way of thinking, which will diſpleaſe fome of

your friends ; nor will your ſucceſs in the under

taking reconcile them, or ſecure your own ſelf fa

tisfaction .

The EIGHT of CLUBS

Declares the perſon to be over fond of money ;

he will obtain it ; but it will prove rather a tora

ment than a means of comfort to him , as he will

not make proper uſe of it .

The
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The SEVEN of CLUBS

Promiſes the moſt brilliant fortune, and the

moſt exquiſite bliſs that this world can afford ; but

beware of the other ſex ; from them alone , you

can experience misfortune.

The SIX of CLUBS

Engages you in a very lucrative partnerſhip ,

and your children will be honourable.

The FIVE of CLUBS

Declares you will be ſhortly married to a per

fon who will mend your circumſtances..

The FOUR of CLUBS

Is the foreteller of incontinence for the ſake of

money, and frequent change of obječt.

The TRA Y of CLUBS

Announces that you will be three times mar

ried, and at each time to a wealthy perſon *.

The DEUCE of CLUBS

Portends ſome unfortunate oppoſition to your

favourite inclination, which will diſturb you.

The ACE of SPADES

Totally relates to the affairs of love, without

ſpecifying whether lawful or unlawful.

The KING of SPADES

Is a man who will be ambitious , and certainly

ſucceſsful at court , or with ſome great man , who

will have in his power to advance him , but let

him be aware of a reverſe.

The 'QUEEN of SPADES

Willbe careſſed by the great of both ſexes ; if ſhe

is handſome, great attempts will be made on her

virtue.

* This card will equally anſwer, for a woman's

being •kept by three rich men, according to her

ftation.
F The
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The KNAVE of SPADES

Though he have your wellfare at heart, will be

too indolent to purſue it with zeal , unleſs you ,

take frequent opportunities of rouſing his
tention .

The TEN of SPADES

Is of bad import, it will in a great meaſure

counteract the good effects of the other cards ;

but unleſs it be feconded by other ominous cards,

its influence
may

be got over.

The NINE of SPADES

Is the worſt card in the whole' pack , it portends

dangerous ſickneſs , a total ſubmillion of fortune ;

cruel calamity,, and endleſs diſſenſion in your

family:

The EIGHT of SPADES

Promiſes you ſtrongoppoſition from your friends,

( calling themſelves ſuch ; ) you ſhould , if this

card comes cloſe to you, abandon your enterprize ,

and adopt another plan .

The SEVEN of SPADES

Foreſhews the loſs of a moſt valuable friend ,

whoſe death will plunge you into very great diſ

treſs.

The SIX of SPADES

Announces a mediocrity of fortune, and very

great uncertainty in your undertakings.

The FIVE of SPADES ,

Will give very little interruption to your ſuc

cefs ; it promiſes you good luck in the choice of

a companion for life, but-ſhews your temper to
be raiher ſullen ,

The
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The FOUR of SPADES

Denotes ſpeedy fickneſs, and that your friends

will injure your fortune.

The TRA Y of SPADES

Declare that
you

will be unfortunate in mare

riage, through incontinency.

TheDEUCE of SPADES

Is invariably a coffin , but who the perſon it is

for, muſt depend entirely on its ſituation with re.

ſpect to the other cards .

There remains now nothingto be done on this

fubject, but to ſtate a deck of cards as they ſhall

fall by chance, after the ceremonies directed in

the Preface, and examine them as they lie on the

table, beginning from left to right, and then from

top to bottom ; thus we will ſuppoſe them diſpo
fed as follows* .

Nine of Diamonds, King of Diamonds, King of

Hearts , Four of Hearts, Ace of Clubs, Knave of

Hearts, Two of ' Hearts, Seven of Clubs , Three

of Diamonds,

Four of Clubs, Seven of Spades, Two of Clubs

Ten of Hearts , King of Spades, Ten of Dia

monds, Six of Clubs, Two of Spades, Four of

Spades.

Knave of Clubs , Nine of Hearts, Queen of

Spades, Eight of Hearts, Three of Hearts, Ace

of Diamonds, Knave of Spades, Five of Hearts,

Five of Clubs.

Eight of Clubs, Ten of Spades, Three

Spades, Ace of Spades, Eight of Spades, Fourof

* Obſerve that you place nine cards in each row,

that you will have fixt rows, the laſt conſiſting of
Jeven cards only.

DiamondsF2
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Diamonds, Five of Spades, Seven of Hearts,

King of Clubs.

Ten of Clubs , Six of Spades, Queen of Dia .

monds, Six of Diamonds, Two of Diamonds,

Queen of Hearts, Seven of Diamonds.

Eight of Diamonds, Knave of Diamonds, Five

of Diamonds, Nine of Clubs, Six of Hearts, Ace

of Hearts , Nine of Spades.

Here you will find that the King of Diamonds

has formed a defign upon the perſon who is repre.

ſented by the King of Hearts, an honeſt, good

natured man , to wheedle ſome money from him ,

which is thewn by the Ace of Clubs; but the

Knave of Hearts , the King's beſt friend, hinders

him, by threatening and quarrelling with him ,

ſhewn by the Tray of Diamonds. King of Dia

monds, now turns his deſign againft theKing of

Spades , by pretending friendſhip to him , who is

a country perſon of ſome wealth , and loſt a near

relation lately, either a man whom he dearly lov

ed , or his no leſs beloved wife , who had an

equal affe&tion for him. The King of Spades,
writes a letter ; the Ace of Diamonds to his

friend the Knave of Spades, to conſuit him about

the friendſhip , and whether he ſhall give the

money. The friend diſapproves of both, and

charges him with ſome unfortunate connection in

the love line ; and ſtrenuouſly recommends him

to the friendſhip of the King of Clubs , a man

of fortune ; butwho has an unlawful commerce

with a woman , who does not care for him , yet

occaſions his feparating from his own wife, who

at this time is in the country with a near relation ,

( a widow) who condoles with her, becauſe ſhe

was herſelf rather unfortunate , in conſequence

of marrying without the conſent of her friends,

eſpecially her father, who now takes a ſecond

wife
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wife witha large fortune ,but rather addicted to

drinking, by which the will injure him , and bring

herſelf to an untimely end.

You find again in the perpendicular examina

tion , a mán given to rambling in ſearch of riches ,

though he has enough already, and will marry

when old ; again you have an ill-minded man un

der colour of friend'hip, ſeeking all in his power

to injure another man, in which he is but too

fucceſsful. The third column ſhews you, a man

diſappointed in his courtſhip to a woman, who

endeavours to aſlign him over to her acquaintance,

a known wanton , whom the impoſes upon him ;

but who makes him a good wife, and brings him

very dutiful and reſpectful children . The fourth

column denotes a violent, and long attachment

to illicit pleaſure ; from which , however, ariſes

ſome profit intermixed with uneaſineſs and diſap

pointment. The fifth column , thews a ſudden'

riſe of wealth and conſequence to a man , who,

though tolerably inclined upon the whole, has

formed an unjuſt deſign upon a marriedwoman,

whom he ſucceeds in corrupting. The ſixth co

lumn points out a gentleman in the country, of a

large well improved landed property ; who is in

treaty for a ſecond marriage, which terminates in

drunken diſſipation on both fides. The ſeventh

column, ſhews a wealthy man taking a partner,

who by an imprudent marriage involves himſelf in

difficulties, which terminate in his ruin . The,

eighth column ſhews the death ofa very near re,

lation, who had a peculiar friendſhip for you , and

would have made you quite happy, had he not

died ſo foon . The ninth column, points out a

lawſuit inftituted againſt you by the relationsof

your wife for a part of her fortune; but that by

F3
MEANS

I

a

1.
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wiſh .

means of her precautions and prudent conduct,

you will in the end get the better of them, and

be happy ; which is my very ſincere and hearty

The impoffibility of giving all the combinations

of a deck of cards, induces us to leave to our ju

dicious readers to follow the plan we have here

laid down ; by which they will never fail of fore

knowing the ſeveral events that are to happen ; if

they chuſe to learn the fate of other friends , let

them appoint them kings , queens, and knaves , and
the cards next to them will have a reference to

their future fortune.

There remains now the more difficult part of our

talk , as in Dreams, there generally are ſo many

various circumſtances that
may bias the import of

the main intention of the whole ; however, from

about twenty thouſand dreams on which we have

been conſulted , and which we carefully ſet down

in our memorandum book , with all their ſeveral

inlets and outlets , we have ſelected thoſe heads

which moſt frequently occur, and give them with

our interpretations, which on ſtrict enquiry, our

correſpondents, and the perſons who have conſul

ted us, have acknowledged invariably true ; for

we aſſure our readers , that our deſign is not to

impoſe upon their judgment,or miſlead their fancy ;

had thatbeen the caſe, we fhould have endeavour

ed by a pompous preface, to engage the imagina

tion in our favour, and thus prepo leſs theunder

standing by a maſs of faſcinating phraſes , ſuch as

we find in other books of a leis uſeful and attrac

tive nature than ours.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER VI.

Of DR E A M S.

Alphabetical heads of the moſt common ſubjects

people are apt to dream , with their diſtinct

interpretations.

T.
"O enumerate all the articles , natural or preter

natural, that perſons may dream of, would

be a talk too tedious and unprofitable, neither

would a perſon of good ſenſe believe the appli.

cation ; but as this ſtudy is certainly attended

with great advantage in preparing us for what

may happen, we hope that the fruit of our long

ſtudy and experience will give both profit and
pleaſure to our readers .

That dreams are of divine original, the holy

ſcriptures, for which we have the moſt profound

reverence, and in which we place the moſt un

limited confidence, amply teſtify ; to that hea

venly ſource of ſaving inftruction and knowledge

we refer
you for the inſtances ; and ſhall ſay no

more in this place , than that the Dreams which

perſonshave in the beginning ofthe night , eſpe

cially if they eatheavy or folid fuppers, are not

ſo much to be depended on , nor ſo regular in

their concatenation as thoſe which occur in the

morning, when the mind, refreſhed with moderate

ſleep, and the body diſburthened of thoſe crudities

which hindered the ſpirits from playing with their
due alacrity through the whole frame, leave the

ſoul free to perform all her functions, and take

in all thoſe conceptions, in which the judgment
having
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having no part, you may expect that your guar.

dian angle, watchful for yourwelfare, either fore .

warns you of ſome approaching evil, and gives

you a foreknowledge of ſome good that is ſhortly

to happen.

Adverfary - To dream you are engaged in a

perfonaldiſpute with a perſon , ſhews that you will

ineet with oppoſition in your wiſh , if you draw

his blood, you will have the advantage, if he

draws your's,you will be the loſer, if neither, you

will ſettle amicably.

, Air - To dream you ſee the air clear, blue,

calm and ſerene, ſhews that the point you then

aim at will be proſperous ; if it is ſtreaked with

white, you will get over your difficulties ; if with
thick and dark clouds, you will meet with diſap

pointments, or fall ſick.

Altar- To dream of an altar, fhews that you

will meet with ſome heavy affliction , and a diffi,

culty in getting over it.

Ángel If you dream of angels , it is a proof

that there is one then near you , and that the reſt

of your dream thall prove true ; therefore be mind
ful of it .

Anger-- To dream you ſee another in a paſſion

with you, denotes fome very unpleaſant circum

ftance that is to happen to you ; if you ſeem an

gry with others , be ſure that ſome deſign is

formed to injure you in your fortune
fortune or repu.

tation ,

Ants. When you dream of ants, if

them buſy in making their proviſion , it is a ſign

that your induſtry will be crowned with ſuccels;

if they appear to you as devoured by other ani

mals, or otherwiſe injured, you may be certain

that ſome ſecret enemy is at work to compaſs

you fee

your
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your ruin ; if they be totally deſtroyed, you may ex

pe &t ſome fatal reverſe in your own affairs. If
you are fick when you dream of Ants, expect a

lingering recovery ; but you may haſten it by mo
derate exerciſe and care.

Apparel Should you chance to dream that you

are very genteely drefled, and in good company,

it declares, that you will ſoon be advanced con

ſiderably higher in rank than you have been hi

therto ; if your apparel is ſhabby and much worn,
you are to look for trouble, domeſtic ſtrife , and

loſs of goods. If you dream you are dreft in white,

you will ſucceed in the firft thing you undertake.

If your apparel is black, beware ofa quarrel, a

lawſuit, a fit of fickneſs, or the death or elope,

ment of ſomeperſon that is very dear to you. If
you appear in blue , you will ' be foon at fome

merry -making, and will be very happy for the

time. If your dreſs is green , you muſt ſhortly

go on a long journey. If your colour is yellow,

you will experience ſomething that will make you

very uneaſy ; but the moſt probable , is the incon

tinency of ſome perſon whom you have much at

heart . ' If ſcarlet is the colour, you need not doubt

of a dangerous fit of ſickneſs and other heavy

croſſes ; finally if you appear in different colours,

your life for ſome time will be chequered with

good andevil, but in a moderate degree*.

Apparitions- The greateſt and moſt important

object of ſuch dreams as ghoſts, apparitions, ſpec

tres and ſuch things , is that they ſhew the brain

to be at that time in a ſtate of derangement and

If you ſee others in thoſe colours the ſame

things will happen to them ,
' the
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the ſtomach diſordered ; with reſpect to futurity

they ſhew diſappointment in a courtſhip, and

that the perſon you love will deſpiſe, if not hate

you.

Arms- To dream that your arms are withered

and decayed , ſhews that the perſon will decline

in health or fortune ; if they appear to be more

plump and brawny than uſual, you will meet

with unexpected proſperity ; if your arms

broken , you will loſe fome dear friend , by his

removing to a great diſtance from you ; if your

right arm is cut off, you will loſe a near male re

. Iation ; if the left, a female.

Armed men-If you are purſued by ſuch, and

have a difficulty in getting away, thinking your

limbs very heavy and reltrained , you will meet

with ſome very heavy trouble, if you fight with

them and conquer, you are ſure that your next

enterprize will ſucceed .

Afs-- To dream you are riding on an aſs, fig

nifies that you will be guilty of ſome very foo

liſh action, for which you will condemn yourſelf

heartily ; ifhe is feeding, your fervants will be dili

gent and faithful ; if you are driving him , you will

get the better of your trouble ; if he runs after you ,

Iome filly perſon will occaſion a laugh againſt

you, if he appears loaded , you will be the maker

of your own fortune.

Back - If your back is broke out in blotches,

ſecret enemies are injuring you ; if you fhew your

naked back, you will be engaged in ſome ſcene

of lewdneſs , if you dream that your back is bro .;

ken, you will meet with ſome 'lofs ; if it grows

ſtronger, you will receive an unexpected addition

to your fortune.

Banquet - A dream of banqueting, ſhews that

you will be diſappointed in ſome very intereſting

circumſtance. Beard
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Beard - A dream of your having a bulhy, full
grown beard, indicates that you will ſoon attain

the ſummit of your wiſhes, if it falls off, a ſpeedy

decline will enſue; if a woman dreams ſhe has a

beard, fhe will obtain whatever the moſt ardent

ly wiſhes.

Bees-- If you ſee bees at work in your dream,

it ſignifies that your induſtry will be proſperous;

if they are flying about, bad reports will beſpread

of you ; if they fting you , you will ſuffer loſs of

goods or reputation.

Birds-a- Dreams of birds , if you ſee them flying,

denotes that you will take a long journey beyond

the ſeas ; if in their flight they ſeem ſportive, your

voyage will be pleaſant and proſperous ; if they

appear flow and dull in their motions, you will

experience much fickneſs and danger by ſhip

wreck ; if the birds are perched and ſinging, it

ſignifies a ſpeedy marriage, or the birth of a child,

or recovery from illneſs.

Bleeding .-- If you dream that you ſee another

bleeding, is a ſign he will endeavour to gain

ſome advantage over you ; but if you drawthe

blood , you will gain the advantage overhim , and
get money from him ; if he draws blood from you ,

you will loſe your fuit, whether in law, love, or
otherwiſe.

Boat - To dream you are in a boat alone, de

notes that your friends forſake you ; if you are in

good company and cheerful , you will ſoon be at
. ,

a wedding ; ' if you are in danger of drowning,

you may expect ſtrong oppoſition to your favour

ite wiſh ; if the boat overſets, renounce your ex

péętations,

Bread-A dream of eating good bread , pro

miſes that you will ſpeedily make a valuable

acquaintance

>
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acquaintance ; if the bread appears mufty, moul.

dy , or bad, you will loſe a dear friend.

Briars -- In your dream , if you are going

through briars, you will meet with difficulties ; if

you are pricked by them and feel pain, you will

be a ſufferer by your enemies ; if they make you

bleed, your property will be diminiſhed; if you

get out of them without any detriment, your ad'

verſaries willperſecute you in vain.

Bridge - Ifyou are going over a bridge in your

dream , and meet withno interruption , you will go

through life in a proſperous and contented man.

ner ; if you fall down, you will undergo a heavy

fit of ſickneſs ; if it breaks down under you , you

will die a ſudden death

Burial-- If you ſee a perſon buried in your-

dream , you will hear of the death of foine re.

lation ; if it is accompanied by any particular perl

ſon of your family, either thatperſon, or ſome one

very dear to him , will die.

Buying — To dream of buying vi&tuals raw ,

denotes benefit from friends; if they are boiled ,

or otherwiſe dreſſed, you will receive a legacy ; if

you are buying edged tools , it ſignifies that you

will feel a lively reſentment againſt ſome one that

was before dear to you ; if cloaths are the ſubject

of your dream , you will receive ſomeconſiderable

benefit unexpectedly,

Candle- In your dream , if you fee one or more

candles , it ſignifies that you will ſoon fight a duel ,

or have ſome other warm conteft with a ſingle

perſon ; if the candle is out , fome one of the

parties will be killed or wounded , if new candles

come in , and that they all continue lighted , friends

will interfere, and a reconciliation will take place.

Cards

а

a
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Cards - If you dream you are playing at cards,

it denotes that you will ſoon be in love ; if you

hold a great many coat cards, you will ſoon be

married , if your cards are of the common kind ,
you will have an unlawful connection with ſome

female ; if there are ſpades among them , you will

fall into trouble on account of your gratifications in

love ; if they are moſtly clubs, you will get a for

tune by marriage; if they are hearts , you will

marry for love , and be very happy ; if your cards

are diamonds, your companion will be of a ſour

diſagreeable temper.

Cattle - If you dream you are driving cattle, it

Thews that you will proſper in your undertakings;

if you ſee them feeding peaceably, fortune will

flow into you
without any effort of your own ; if

they are fighting among themſelves, you will be

choſen umpire in fome quarrel or diſpute ; if you;

ſee them bleeding, you will gain by the conteſts of

others,

Cat - Should you
dream of a cat , you muſt ex

pect ſome very diſagreeable circumſtance to hap.

pen to you ; if the cat is a plain , ſmooth , and fair

looking animal, you maybe ſure of infidelity or

treachery of ſome kind ; if it is a lean ugly looking
animal , or has got no hair or fur upon it,you must

be upon your guard againft aſfaſlins or robbers.

Children - To ſee children in your Dream , pro•

miſe fortune by honeſt means ; if they are hand

ſome and well dreſſed, you will acquire many

valuable friends; if they are lean, ragged and

dirty , you will be ſolicited into ſome ačtion that

will be injurious toyour reputation. To ſee achilda

or children born, is a ſign that you will be happy

in your family. If you ſee one or more of them

die, you will ineet with ſome misfortune,

G Churck
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Church - If you dream you are in a church ,

you will be diſappointed in your expectation ; if

you are there at the time of divine ſervice, you

will have to maintain an heavy lawſuit, or the fa

mily of a diftreiled relation .

Climbing - If you are aſcending, a very ſteep

place, and find great difficulty , it foreſhews that

you will fall into a ſevere fit of ſickneſs. If you

reach the top , you will recover ; if you awake be.

fore
you have attained the ſummit of the top, you

will ſinger a long while, and never enjoy a perfect
health .

Coạch-To Dream you are riding in a coach,

inſures you preferment according to your actions

in life. If it is a gilt and very handiome coach

you will riſe in the late ; if it is a hackney coach,

you will get a lucrative employment ; but if your

coach ſhould break down, you will be turned out
with diſgrace.

Coais-Clear burning coals , denote profperity,

cſpecially in love, where the affection will be

mutual and the union happy ; coals in their na

tural ſtate, forebode trouble and diſcontent ; ex

tinguiſhed coals , announce loſs of fortune, or death

of ſome near friend .

Combat-- A dream of combating, ſignifies that

you will have enemies ; if you get the better of

ihem in your dream it is a good ſign ; but if theyl

conqueryou, it is a bad one.

Çorn — To dream you are gathering corn ripe,

promiſes you ſucceſs in your enterprize ; but if it is

blighted or mildewed, you will be a conſiderable

loler; if it is green, it will be a long time before you

gain your purpoſe; but if it becomes ſuddenly

ripe, you will inherit unexpectedly .

Crowns - To dream you are diſtributing crowns

thews that you will eſtabliſh your family refpect-,

ably;'
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ably ; if you dream that you receive a crown from

another, it promiſes you a large inheritance ;
crown pieces money are ſigns of misfortune.

Darkneſs --To think yourſelf in the dark , is a

token of affliction , and great loſs in trade or buſi

neſs'; to get out of darkneſs into ſudden light, is a

ſign of riſing from obſcurity, to eminence, or of

eſcaping out of priſon, or being acquitted with

honour of a crimeyou will be accuſed of.

Death -- To dream you ſee a corpſe, is a ſign
that

you
will either be married or ailiit at a wed

ding ; to dream you are yourſelf dead , is a ſign

that whatever deſign you are then upon will be

fucceſsful, and give joy to your family ; if you;

dream that you ſee perſons that are dead, and that

you are notafraid of them, it denotes that
you

will

be ill uſed by a perſon in wliom you have ſome
confidence.

Debt - To dream you are in debt and purſued by

bailiffs, indicates that you will fall into ſome unex.

peated difficulty.

Devil--- If you ſee the devil in your dream with.

out fear, you will get the better of your adver.

ſary ; if you are frightened , you will incur fome
danger .

Ditches - If you ſtick in dirty ditches, you will

meet with misfortune; if you get over them ea.

ſily, you will be proſperous in your undertak

ing :

Divine ſervice -- Is a ' ſign you will hear of the

· death of a relation .

Dogs If you provoke dogs to ſnarlat you, you

will create yourſelf enemies ; if they bite you,yoụ

will ſuffer lofs ; if you ſtroke them , you will get.

ſure friends ; if they fawn upon you,your friend

Ship will be fought after ; or your-miſtreſs or lover

will ſeek to be reconciled .

Eating

a

G 2
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Eating - To dream you are eating, denotes
profit ; a loathing, of victuals, is a ſign of diſunion

in your family; if you ſee others eat, it forelhews -

great proſperity in your undertakings.

Eggs - A dream of eating, eggs, ſignifies get.

ting children ; the breaking of them , isa token of

a public affront; if you buy them , you will have

luck ;ifyouſellthemandgetgold, your chil..

dren will riſe to great wealth ; if ſilver, they will

be happy in marriage.

Enemy - If you dream of fighting with an ene.
my, you will be engaged in a lawſuit, a duel , or

a quarrel ; if you are afraid of him , he will get

the better of you ; if he runs away, you willbe

fucceſsful.

Evil Spirits If you ſeeevil ſpirits in your dream

it is a fign of ſickneſs, if youſeem to exorciſe;

them , and they vaniſh , you will get over your

difficulties.

Eyes-- If you dream you loſe your eyes, ſome

dear friend of yours will die ; if you dream you

get new eyes or
more than

you
ſhould have of

them , it denotes increaſe in your family,

Face - To dream that your face is ſwelled , be.

tokens augmentation of wealth or honour; but if

it
grows pale and emaciated , you will be ſeverely

diſappointed.

Fall - To dream you fall from a high place and-

are wounded or bruiſed, ſignifies that you ſhall

fail of your moſt fanguine expectations ; if you

fall into a foſt place and receive no hurt , your ene

mies will yield to you.

Feaſt- To dream you are at a feaſt, denotes
extraordinary ſatisfaction .

Fields If in your dream, you are croſſing

plowed fields, promiſe yourſelf ſome unexpected

misfortune
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misfortune from a perſon who has no children ; if

the fields are covered with corn , it denotes either

children to be born where moſt wiſhed by you , or

the marriage of the perſon you love , or a legacy ;

if green graſs appears upon them , it denotes prof

perity in your undertakings.

Finger - If you cut your finger, and it runs
blood, get money where you leaſt ex.

pected it; if you lee no bloodyou willhave a law-.

fuit for money, which you paid before.

Fire - If you dream you are eating fire, you will

have a connection that will ruin your health or

your fortune ;-for its other meanings, ſeeburning.

Fiſh – If you dream youare filhing and catch–

none, you will court a perſon to whom you will

never be united ; if you catch them , you will be

ſucceſsful in love ; if they flip out of your hands,

the perſon you are united to, will be of a very

lewd diſpoſition, or your beſt beloved friend will
betray you.

Flood - To dream of a flood, portends violent

oppreſſion from rich neighbours ; if you are

drowned in one , you will be forced to quit your

native country ; it you oppoſe the torrent and

main uninjured, you will gain a victory of ſome
kind .

Flowers If you are gathering flowers, you

will be ſucceſsful in whatever you undertake; if

you are walking, ſitting or lying upon them, you

will be happy in love and marriage ; if they wither

in your hands, you will loſe your wife or a be
loved child .

Fortune - To make a ſudden fortune in your

dream is a bad omen ; but if you are purſuing the

means of acquiring one, it ſhews, that you will inhe-.
rit one of a rich relation .

G3 Fruit

re.

a
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Fruit - The gathering of green fruit, denotes

ſickneſs ; ripe , mellow , and red looking fruit of

any kind, is a token of proſperity.

Funeral A hearſe with a relation riding on ,

or attending it , imports that the perſon ſo ſeen

will ſpeedily loſe his neareſt friend, who will be

related to you ; if there is no friend of yours along

with the funeral, you will be married yourſelf, or

allift at a weddingof ſome kinſman .

Garden - If you are walking in a beautiful gar.

den, you will ſoon be advanced in fortune or dig,

nity , or both ; if you are gathering the produce of

it, you will be happy in marriage and have good

- children .

Grefe- To dream of geeſe, is a ſign that an abe
fent friend will ſoon return ,

Gibbet-A gibbet or gallows, is a token of ex .
altaton in honour and proſperity.

Gift - To receive a gift, is a portend of ſorrow ;

to give one, a forerunnerof joy.

Glaſs-- Denotes inconſtancy, and luftful indula

gence ; if you crack it , you will be unlawfully

connected with a perſon who will forſake you .

Gold-- A dream of gold is good ; if you are re

ceiving gold in bars, you will get an inheritance

in a diftant country ; ít in coin, your affairs will

proſper ; if you pay gold, you will be reſpected

by all that know you ; if you let gold fall, take

care of fome unexpected ättack ; if you pick it

up, you will be reconciled to a perſon you had a
failing out with .

Grave-- To dream you fee a grave; denotes

fickneſs or diſappointment; if you go into the

grave, you will fuffer in your wealth or reputati

on ; if you come out of a grave, you will riſe to,

proſperity ; if you take a perſon out of a grave,

you

.
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you will ſave the life of ſomebody who will make

you very happy,

Guns- To dream you ſee guns firing, forelhews

much adverſity ; if you are firing them yourſelf,

you will enter into a great lawſuit ; if they are

fired at you, you will be expoſed to great dangers.

Hair - It your hair appears in your dream to

grow long, and hang untied over your ſhoulders,

it is a ſign thatyou will be beloved by a perſon of

quality ; but if it ſhould grow ſhort, or fall off,

or be cut, you will loſe ſome very dear friend ; if

your hair is burned in a dream , the perſon you

love will prove falſe to you .

Hill - If you dream that you are climbing a

hill , it foreſhews that you will enter upon ſome

arduous undertaking ; ifyou are coming down a

hill eaſily, you will proſper in your enterprize ;

if you are rudely puſhed down, you will mect

with an unexpected misfortune.

Horns- To dream of horns, needs no com

ment.

Horſe - If you dream you ſee horſes, it figni.

fies intelligence ; black horſes, death ; white

horſes, marriage, &c. if you are riding upon a

horſe , you will changeyour fituation ; if you fall

from your horſe you will meet with difficulties.

Hunting - To dream you are hunting a hare,

thews that you will be diſappointed in the object
of your purſuit, or at leaſt kept long out of it ;

hunting the fox, if you kill him , is a ſign that

you will detect and overcome a ſecret enemy ;

a ſtag hunt, forelhews ambitious thoughts, if you

catch theanimal alive , you will ſucceed in your

wiſhes ; if he dies, you will fail.

Ice-To dream you are ſkaiting or ſliding upon

ice, ſhews that you are in purſuit of ſome ima

ginary

;
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ginary purſuit that will elude you ; if the ice breaks,

you are ſure of ſickneſs.

Infants - A dream of infants, figniſies an end to

grief, if they are ſeen playing , you will receive

great ſatisfaction from an unexpected quarter.

Enjoyment-- To dream of being in the embraces

of a perſon of the other ſex , is a token that ſome

thing diſagreeably will happen to you fhor ly ; if

your enjoymentis imperfect, the diſappointment

will be of ſmall import ; if perfect, it will be of

ſerious conſequence.

Key - The loſs of a key in your dream , is a

ſign of diſpleaſure ; to find one, an addition to

your family ; to give a key, is marriage ; to re.

ceive one , the birth of a child .

Knife-To hold a knife in your hand, is a fign

of enmity ; to ftab another with it , betokens a

lawſuit ; to ftab yourſelf with one, you will be

guilty of ſome egregious piece of extravagance.

Labour-If you are at hard work in the fields,

it denotes that you will undertake a long and pain

ful journey ; if you ſweat in working , you will

fall ſick on your way.

Leaping - To dream you are leaping over walls

or bars, foreſhews that you willmeet with many

accidents in the courſe of your life ; if over drains

and ditches, you will be connected with more than

one perſonof your own ſex .

Letter - If you receive a letter in your dream,

it betokens alegacy, or a preſent ; if you ſend a
letter, you will relieve your relation or ſome other .

Lice-In a dream if you ſee lice, it is a ſure

indication of ſickneſs.

Light~ If you ſee great light in your dream, it

thews that you will attain to great wealth and ho.

nours

-
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nour; if the light goes out on a ſudden, you will

experience a downfal from your preſent ſtate .

Lightning-„ This dream betokens very great
unealineſs , if it is attended with thunder, you;

will have a termagant companion, or diſobedient
children .

Linen - To dream you are dreſſed in white

linen , denotes joyful news; if it is chequered, you
will inherit of a deceaſed relation .

Marriage -- If in your dream you ſtand up to

be married , and ſee the prieſt before you , you

will narrowly eſcape death ; if there is no prieſt,

you will have a ſlight illneſs ; if you aſſiſt at a

marriage , you will receive pleaſing intelligence.

Meat - A dream of raw meat, fignifies quarrel

ling and altercation ; boiled meat, is a ſign of re.

conciliation ; if you long for meat, and get it, you

will ſoon be married ; if it is not given you, you will

be diſappointed.

Milk - To take milk , promiſes joyful news ; to

ſell it , you will be croſſed in a love affair ; to give

it freely, you will be happily married ; to ſee milk

flowing from a woman's breaſt, foretels happineſs
in children and in buſineſs.

Mire - If you ſtick faſt in the mire, you will

undergo great difficulties ; if you are ſtruggling
in it, and get out , your adverſities will foon

ceaſe.

Money -- To dream you are paying money, de

notes the birth of a child , or the gain of a lawſuit;

if you receive it , you will thrive in your under

taking:

Muſic ---If you hearſweet muſic in your dream ,

your wife or your huſband will be ſweet temper

ed, or your lover ſincere and conftant; if the

}

a

a

notes
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notes are. harſh and diſagreeable, you will expe

rience a ſudden reverſe.

Naked - If you dream you are naked, and alha

med of being ſo , you will loſe ſome verydear

friend, or be diſappointed of an inheritance ; if you

ſee another perſon naked, you will receive an ad

dition of wealth .

Night - To dream you are walking alone at

night, fignifies that you will meet with ſome hea

vydiſaſter : if you are walking in company with

others, and feem very gay , you willbe robbed ; if

the night falls ſuddenly upon you, you will run

the rilk of your life, by a fall from fome high

place , or from a horſe , or by fomething falling

Nuts-To dream you are gathering nuts, figo

nifies that you will loſe your time in purſuit of

ſome trifling matter , when you could employ it

to much better advantage ; if you crack them , you

will pay your addreſſes to , or becourted by , a per

ſon who will treat you with indifference, and pro.

bably with infidelity.

Nuiſance - To dream you are troubled with

the neighbourhood of fome nuiſance , ſuch as a

dung -heap, & c. fhews that ſome perſon is endea
vouring to injure you underhand ; if it is an old

tottering houſe or crazy caſtle , you dream of, that

you fear it will fall on you , you will foon ac

quire an , eſtate in tlie country, moſt likely by the
determination of a lawſuit ; ſhould it prove a trou

bleſome neighbour , whoby noiſe or ſcolding

makes you uneaſy ; you will be engaged in ſome

diſagreeable affair, that will give you much vex

ation ; but if you are removing á nuiſance, you

will be attended with proſperity , and will conquér

· all oppoſition to yourjuſtdeſires .

Old
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Old Woman or Old Man - If in your dream, you

think yourlelf careiled by an old perſon of the

other ſex , and ſeem to enjoy pleasure, you will

have ſucceſs in your worldly affairs; but the world

will not have a good opinion of you .

Onion -- A dream of eating onions, promiſes the

diſcovery of ſome hidden treaſure, or the finding

fome lost thing that you will gain ' money and a

patron by ; if you are throwing away onions , you

will have a quarrel moſt likely in your own fami

ly ; if you are getting them, any fick perſon of

your family will recover.

Orchard -- To dream you are in an orchard,

promiſes you the in'eritances of deceaſed relati

ons ; if the fruit is ripe , you will get your rights

without difficulty ; if it is green , you muſt expect
delay.

Oven - To ſee a hot oven , denotes ſeparation

from yourfamily.

Oxen - To dream you are driving oxen , fore

bodes poverty ; but if they are running after you,

you will be obliged to quit your dwelling pri

į vately.

Oyſters- To imagine you are eating oyſters, in

fures that you ſhould be married to a perſon that

is really a virgin and will love you ; but if the

fiſh ſhould fall from you in your dream , you will

loſe the perſon's affection.

Paper - A dream of paper; if it is cleán , is a

ſign that you have nothing to reproach yourſelf

with ; if it is dirty or fcribbled , you will be

guilty of ſome mean and unjuſt action ; if it is

only writteni on , you will make an advantageous

bargain ; if it is careleſly folded up or cruſhed,

you
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you will meet with ſome painful contradictions ;

but if it is neatly put together, you will obtain

your favourite wiſh *.

Path - To dream you are walking in a good,

eaſy path , denotes that you will be ſucceſsful in

love ; or if you are married , you will obtain what
you moſt deſire ; if the path is crooked and un.

even, you will be ſure to be betrayed by your bo-.

ſom friends, or partner for life.

Pictures - If you dream you are looking at-

beautiful pictures, it forelhews that you will enjoy

the higheſt delight with the perſon you love.

Pit-To dream you fall into a pit from which

you cannot get out, forebodes that you will meet

with ſome very heavy misfortune ; but if you are

firſt in the pit, and leave it with little difficulty

you will growſuddenly rich .

Plough - To dream you ſee a plough atwork,

fews that you will be uncommonly induſtrious,

and will raiſe yourſelf to great conſideration; if

you hold the plough yourſelf, you will be highly

reſpected by your neighbours ; more for your good

qualities , than for your wealth .

Pond - A pond ſeen in a dream , fignifies preg.

nancy ; if there are many fiſhes in it,the perſon

carries twins ; if the fiſh you ſee is ſmall, the child

will be a girl ; if large, a boy.

Purſe - To dream you find a purſe, ſignifies

unexpected proſperity if you loſe your own, you,
will aſſiſt at the funeral of a dear friend .

* If you dream of any particular matter, write the

fubje&i on a piece ofclean paper, fold it in theform ofa

heart, get a gill of red wine and dip it in it, then drink

the wine in three draughtsjuſt as you go into bed, audput

thepaper under your pillow .

Quarrel
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Quarrel - If you dream you are in a quarrel,

it forebodes uneaſineſs] of mind . For the other

interpretation, ſee Blood, Dagger, &c.

Queen - To dream you ſee, and are converſing

witha queen , denotes that you will be advanced to

a poſt of truſt, or will marry a perſon that is in

ſuch a place .

Race - To dream you are running a race on

foot, is a token that you will get the better of

thoſe who are in competition with you ; if your

race is on horſeback, you will ſucceed to a per

ſon high in office ; if you loſe the race , you will

be diſappointed in yourexpectations.

Rain -- If you ſee rain in your dream, provided

it is ſoft, your enterprize will be ſucceſsful, par

ticularly if it is in a love affair ; if it is ſevere and

cold, your lover will deceive you , or your part

ner will love another better than you, and refuſe

the paramour nothing.

Rat - To dream you are attacked by ' rats, and

get the better of them , ſhews that ſomebody will

endeavour very earneſtly to injure you ; but not

withſtanding his utmoſt efforts, you will rather be

ſerved than hurt by him ; but if the rats fhould

get the better of you, and either tear you , or force

you to run away, prepare yourſelf for ſome very

great misfortune; mice are pretty much of the

fame nature, but not in ſo high a degree ; if you

ſee either playing, you will be reconciled to your
enemies on équitable terms ; if they fawn upon

you, your enemies will ſubmit to you, and beg

your pardon.

Reading Should
you

dream that you are

reading apleaſing book, it is a ſign that the per

fon you love is become favorable to you , and will

foon grant your wiſhes ; or that ſome perſon of
H

conſequence

리

1

-
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confequence has taken a liking to you , and will

rather marry you, or take charge of your fortune.

Ring - To dream you have a ring on your fin

ger, whethergiven to you or no, denotes an union

with the perſon you love and are beloved by ; if

your ring drops off, your huſband or wife, or ſome

other dear friend, will die.

River—A flowing river ſeen in a dream , if the

water is ſmooth and clear, denotes a comfortable

and agreeable life ; if the water is thick or muddy,

or looks yellowiſh , you will make your fortune

by ſeafaring, or bythe gain of lawſuits.

Sailing - To dream you are ſailing in a ſhip on

ſmooth water, and without any hazard, ſhews that

you will be proſperous in " all your undertakings ;

if you are failing on a tempeſtuous fea, you will

experience misfortune ; if you fail in a ſmall boat,

and gain the deſired harbour, you will make a

rapid fortune ; if you meet with agreeable objes

or land in a pleaſant country , you will be happy

love.

Scabs - Ifyou dream you are covered with ſca!

you will riſe above your preſent condition 1

patronage or legacy ; if your head alone is ſca.

by, you will receive rich inheritances from yo

family.
Sea - If you think you are walking on or ſwim

ming in the ſea without any danger, you enjoy

the perſon you love without difficulty ; but if you

are ſinking, or drowned, you will

your enjoyment.

Sheep - To fee ſheep feeding in your dream ,

denotes that your children will be happy ; to ſee

them ſcattering and running away, forebodes per

ſecution to your offspring ;
if you ſee ſheep-fhear

will get fickneſs by

ing
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ing, you will be ſtripped of your worldly goods ;

if you are fhearing them , you will wrong your
neighbour.

Silver-- To dream of getting or picking up of

ſilver, if the pieces are finall and coined, ſuch as

fixpences, foreihews temporary want and diſtreſs

for money , if ſhillings, you will receive a ſmall

ſumr, - iſhalf crowns, you will be employed in ſome
lucrative place.

Soldiers - To dream you ſee ſoldiersdrawn up,

and armed , ſhews that you will be perſecuted ; if

ſoldiers are purſuing you, you will be diſliked by

people in authority.

Spirit- See Apparition.

Struggling — To dream you are ſtruggling with

a perſon, is a ſign that you will have ſome quar

rel ; if it is in jeſt, you will be engaged in an

agreeable amour .

Sword-See Dagger and Knife.

Tooth - If your tooth fall out , you will loſe-

ſome very near relation by death ;if a new tooth

grows for you, a child willbeborn for you. -

Treaſure - Should you find a treaſure in your

dream , you will be expoſed to the treachery of

ſome perſon you confide in ; if you cannot carry

it away, you will loſe a part of your property by.

law ; if you bring it off without difficulty, you

will be ſucceſsful in your affairs..

Trees-To dream you are cutting down trees ,

forebodes heavy loſs in your buſineſs ; to climb

them , denotes advancement in dignity . See Gar
den and Orchard .

Walls — To be walking on weak or

walls , ſhews that you will undertake ſome dan
gerous enterprize , if you come down without

hur:

narrow

H2
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hurt or thewall falling, you will ſucceed ; if the

wall falls after you, you will be diſappointed ; if

you are going between walls , where the paſſage is

very narrowand difficult, you will be engaged in

fome very diſagreeable affair, from which you will

ſcarcely be able to extricate yourſelf ; but if you

come off from between them, and get into an

agreeable place, you will afterwards enjoy comfort
and affluence.

Water- To drink water, in a dream , ſignifies

adverſity ; but ifyou throw clear water off your;

ftomach , you will loſe your place ; if the water is

d rty, you will get rid of ſome great trouble. For

the other interpretations of this dream; fee River.

Wedding -- To dream you are at a wedding.

portends fickneſs or death of a near relation.

Weight - To dream your limbs are heavy and

unwieldy when you are purſued, is a ſign that you

will fall into ſome great affliction .

Wood - If you are carrying woodin your dream,

your partner for life will be ofa diſagreeable tem

per; if you are chopping wood, you will render

your partner and children obedient and reſpect.

ful ; if you are walking in a great wood, you will

be often married ; if in a ſmall wood, you will

have two weddings of your own.

Wreſtling - A dream of wreſtling, forebodes

quarrels , ſtrife, and contention , but chiefly in your

own family .

a

1
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DIRECTIONS
for TÉLLING

FORTUNES by COFFEE.
1

1

How to arrange the Dregs remaining in your,

Cup , together with the different Indications of

the future Events.

The difficulty of this undertaking is obvious ; but

our deſire of giving every ſatisfaction to our kind

and indulgent readers, has induced us to under

take it.

Y COMO
muſt not take the coffee that firſt comes

from your pot , as it is likely to prove too

clear to anſwer your purpoſe ; but when you ap

proach to the dregs, then pour it out into your

cup , let it ſettle, and , when you have lipped up

all except the ſediment, turn the cup round , in

ſuch a manner as , that it may ſtick to the ſides of

it all round : this being done , lay your cup in

verted on your faucer until all the moiſture is

drained away ;
take up your cup now , and ob

ſerve to begin at the right ſide of your thumb,

making your remarks all aboutuntil you come to

the thumb again on the other ſide.

If you ſee a clear , narrow part between two:

lines , it ſignifies a public road ; obſerve the little

atoms in this paſſage, and their diſtance from your
thumb, as alſo their direétion , whether the thick

part of them are inclined towards you , or from

you ; if the former, your beſt beloved is coming to

ſee you ; if the latter, he is going away from yon ;
the farther this road is from your thumb, the

greater diſtance he i from you ; if it is moſtly on

H3
the
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the left fide, he is only leaving the place he was

šu to come ; it moſtly on the right ſide, he is on

his arrival , if this clear or white part is long and

broad, he is coming by fea ; if you ſee the refem
blance of ſeveral houſes on or near a road or

white ſpace, it fignifies a great city, or ſea-port ; if

there is no large atom in the road or ſpace , you

will yourſelf foon perform a journey or voyage ;

if you ſee the likeneſs, but of one large houſe

with few people or atoms about it, you will be

married in a fhort time, that being the emblem of

a church ; if there is a great crowd, you will at

tend the funeral of ſome dear friend ; if there ap

pears a great many round ſmall white ſpots on any

part of the cup, it denotes that you will ſhortly

receive a large ſum of money ; the nearer your

thumb on the right hand ſide, the ſooner you will

get it ; if you perceive the ſemblance of a coach ,

which is eaſily diſtinguiſhed, you will be fpeedily

raiſed to honour and dignity ; if the likeneſs ſhould

be a horſe , you will be married to a perſon much

above your own condition , if you obſerve the

fimilitude of a gallows, which may happen , we re

commend to you to mend your own morals, or cau

tion any of your acquaintance, whom you know

to be vicious, of the threatened danger .

THE END,
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